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Abstract:  

 

This thesis provides a case analysis of the RSPO´s development of a Theory of Change (ToC). The                 
study analyses how different forms of institutional work (IW) evolve, when developing a ToC. This               
focus is based on the relevance of ToCs as commonly employed tools in NGOs and certification                
standards, to show impact. Based on integral components of developing a ToC, such as uncovering               
underlying assumptions and designing pathways towards a shared vision, these tools seem to promise              
more than impact evaluation. This study, therefore, seeks to find how introducing ToC practices can               
facilitate institutional work within the RSPO. Based on a philosophical standpoint of critical realism, a               
quantitative case study method has been applied. The vast majority of the primary data was collected                
via interviews with individuals involved in the development process. These were theoretically coded             
and analyzed by means of a discourse analysis. Primarily four forms of institutional work evolved,               
when introducing Theory of Change practices within the RSPO. These were Theorizing, Changing             
Normative Associations, Constructing Identity and Embedding and Routinizing. From here it was            
established that efforts revolving around Theorizing triggered both Changing Normative Assumptions           
and Constructing Identities. The main findings include the possibility to regard the ToC as an               
on-going iterative process and the insight that individual IW practices within the ToC process could               
trigger more substantial types of IW.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction  

 

Sustainability has become more than a buzzword and the demand for sustainably sourced products is               

skyrocketing. Given the globally dispersed nature of the value chains of many of the raw materials                

that are used to produce daily consumer goods, it is no surprise that a variety of initiatives has                  

emerged to ensure that those materials are sourced in a sustainable manner. Palm oil is one of those                  

materials that has caused many controversies in recent years. While the vegetable oil is now               

omnipresent in the average supermarket shelf, the common assumption among consumers in Europe is              

that it is bad for the environment. The most common concerns include the depletion of rainforests and                 

the resulting destruction of orangutan habitat. While the production of palm oil entails negative              

environmental impacts, such as the deforestation of tropical forests, it is also an agricultural product               

that has become a commodity that is hard to replace.  

 

As a response to the dilemma of increasing demand for palm oil and the simultaneously growing                

sustainability concerns regarding the now critical commodity, the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil             

(RSPO) was established (RSPO, 2020, A). The organization takes the shape of a multi-stakeholder              

initiative (MSI) including the relevant parties of the global palm oil value chain. Following the               

overarching goal to “make sustainable palm oil the norm” the RSPO is trying to transform the palm                 

oil sector through its certification scheme. Certification-based MSIs such as the RSPO critically             

depend on their capacity to show impact, in order to convince consumers as well as members that they                  

are credible. Delivering and showing impact however is a difficult task given the globally dispersed               

sector and the heterogeneous group of members in the roundtable. Additionally, measuring the             

immediate impact of a voluntary certification standard on the environment, a complex system on its               

own,  is a difficult task.  

 

One way the RSPO is trying to improve the monitoring and evaluation activities to be able to better                  

show their impact is by developing a Theory of Change (ToC). ToCs are tools that are commonly                 

used by sustainability standards and NGOs and usually promoted as tools for impact evaluation. Since               

the measuring of an impact includes defining what the impact is, we see that ToCs carry the potential                  

to ask fundamental questions. When we began our research, our goal was to investigate how the                

institutional work that is conducted within an MSI informs the overall strategy of a achieving field                

transformation. We initially assumed that the Theory of Change of the RSPO was just an outline of                 

the organization's strategy, being unaware of the relevance of ToCs as tools for impact evaluation.  
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Following this discovery, we adjusted our research to incorporate the tension within these two              

understandings of a ToC. Considering the ToC as a tool for impact evaluation warrants a different set                 

of activities than as a strategic planning tool. The ToC as a tool for impact evaluation often includes                  

similar elements of a shared vision, underlying assumptions, and pathways connecting them. This             

indicates the potential for a ToC as a strategic planning tool just as much as the idea that it presents                    

the theory of how the MSI is going to make a change happen, hence Theory of Change. Based on our                    

focus on institutional work, which includes actions that are supposed to create, maintain or disrupt               

institutions, we see different potentials for a ToC to facilitate these actions based on the kind of tool it                   

is perceived as. In order to carve out the potential a ToC can have for an MSI, we arrive at our                     

research question:  

 

How do different forms of institutional work evolve when introducing Theory of Change practices in a 

Multi-Stakeholder Initiative? 

 

For the purpose of answering this question, we will apply the theoretical framework by Lawrence and                

Suddaby (2006) who define 18 types of institutional work within the three categories of maintaining,               

creating and disrupting, to the development process of the ToC at the RSPO. By doing so we will be                   

able to see an emerging pattern, illuminating whether the efforts conducted in relation to the ToC                

facilitate the creation, the maintenance, or even the disruption of practices. The detected efforts will               

be contextualized with insights on the initial motivation behind establishing a ToC and insights on the                

way it has been used since its endorsement in 2017. This will help us to evaluate whether the ToC                   

holds more promise as a tool for impact evaluation, as a strategic planning tool or for both. We aim to                    

make contributions at three different levels. Firstly, by creating an in-depth understanding of the              

nature of a ToC, we establish a notion of how the concept can be best utilized for different purposes.                   

Furthermore, by providing an elaborate case study of the dynamics of the ToC in the context of the                  

RSPO, we aim to provide feedback on how the RSPO can best position the ToC within the                 

organization. Finally, by applying the theory of institutional work to this comprehensive case study,              

we hope to provide insights on how the environment of MSIs impacts the dynamics between different                

forms of institutional work when developing a ToC.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review  

2.1 Palm Oil as a Critical Commodity 

Palm oil as an agricultural product is extracted from the ripened fruit of the oil palm tree (Elaeis                  

guineensis) and either produced from the mesocarp, which has an orange pulp, or the kernel               

(Weisundara, 2018). The reason for the global success of this specific type of vegetable oil can be                 

found in its particular properties. Palm Oil is more productive than other oil crops, such as soybean,                 

sunflower and rapeseed, per unit land area (Corley & Tinker, 2015). It is estimated to have as much as                   

a 10 times higher yield than other leading oilseed crops per 1 ha of plantation, meaning that less land                   

in cultivation is required to produce the oil (Weisundara, 2018; Cattau, Marlier & DeFries, 2016). In                

addition to being affordable due to its competitive production costs, Palm Oil is highly versatile               

(Cattau, Marlier & DeFries, 2016). It has a unique fatty acid profile and a high smoke point, making it                   

ideal for numerous food applications (Weisundara, 2018).  

 

Because of its favorable properties, palm oil has become a major global commodity and dominates the                

market for vegetable oils. The refined, bleached, and deodorized palm oil is used in more than 150                 

countries worldwide (Weisundara, 2018). Global production has almost doubled between 2000 and            

2017, making it the leading vegetable oil in terms of production and making the oil palm one of the                   

most rapidly expanding crops in the world (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). Approximately half of              

today's supermarket products contain palm oil (Oosterveer, 2015). The wide areas of usage include              

food, cosmetics, detergents, and the chemical industry (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). The demand             

for palm oil is likely to increase further, given its predominant use as a cooking oil among                 

fast-growing populations in the Asia Pacific and due to the increasing extent, that palm oil is also used                  

as biodiesel (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). With the depletion of crude materials and an increasing               

focus on renewable energies, biodiesel is becoming more important(Weisundara, 2018). This will            

likely drive the expansion and intensification of agriculture in the tropics where oil palm is growing                

(Cattau et al., 2016).  

 

The currently largest producing and exporting countries are Indonesia and Malaysia, together            

accounting for 88% of global exports (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). While the production of palm               

oil generates substantial positive socioeconomic impacts and provides smallholders with lucrative           

incomes, current practices simultaneously entail devastating environmental and social effects (Brandi           

et al., 2015). Resulting sustainability issues include deforestation, the erosion of biodiversity and             
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violations of social rights (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). Before oil palm plantations are             

established, old-growth forests are cleared (Cazzolla Gatti et al., 2019). This is often done with               

“slash-and-burn” practices that have serious consequences for atmospheric pollution and greenhouse           

gas emissions (Cazzolla Gatti et al., 2019). In the late 1990s, extensive forest fires in Indonesia first                 

captured the attention of global NGOs that subsequently targeted their anti-deforestation campaigns            

towards the palm oil sector (Nesadurai, 2018). One popular example for NGO campaigns against              

palm oil is the Greenpeace video showing an office worker that opens a KitKat, only to find the finger                   

of an orangutan (Armstrong, 2010). The clearance of primary forests and peatlands for oil-palm              

monoculture also entails the destruction of biodiversity and endangers the three remaining species of              

orangutan on Earth (Cazzolla Gatti et al., 2019). Greenpeace accused the food giant Nestlé of using                

palm oil from destroyed rainforests and thus contributing to the extinction of orangutans and              

accelerating climate change (Armstrong, 2010). Another example that shows how the orangutan has             

become the embodiment, especially for the environmentally-conscious western consumer, that Palm           

Oil has to be avoided is Greenpeace's´ 2018 video about Rang-tan the orangutan that showed up in a                  

girls bedroom (Triki, 2019). The video went viral, not only in the UK, where it resulted in 1.2 million                   

people signing the accompanying petition but was also spread globally (Triki, 2019).  

 

In addition to negative environmental consequences, palm oil production is linked to violations of              

human rights such as customary land grabs and human trafficking, forced labor, as well as child labor                 

(Varkkey, 2015; Wong, 2015). Companies, sometimes even in collusion with the police and             

authorities, are accused of violently grabbing land from indigenous communities, in order to convert it               

into palm oil plantations (Varkkey 2015). Wong (2015) describes how palm oil giants have been               

accused of “modern-day slavery”. One of these giants is FELDA, third-largest palm oil company in               

the world and supplier to e.g. Procter & Gamble, Unilever, and Nestlé, that was sanctioned by the                 

RSPO in 2015 (Frost, 2018) It had been discovered that FELDA was using forced labor and complicit                 

in human trafficking (Frost, 2018).  

 

Given the importance of palm oil as an export commodity for Malaysia and Indonesia, both countries                

plan to further expand production (Pichler, 2013). Simultaneously the growing global demand for             

palm oil highlights the importance of sustainable production practices. Sustainable practices that            

would guarantee a “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability               

of future generations to meet their own needs” (Owens, 2011, p. 6) would ideally enable people and                 

countries to profit from the agricultural product without the detrimental environmental and social             

impacts. The RSPO describes sustainable palm oil production as comprising “legal, economically            

viable, environmentally appropriate and socially beneficial management and operations” (RSPO,          
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P&C, 2018, p.1). The attention that the Greenpeace campaigns have generated shows that             

consumer-facing brands such as Unilever, Nestlé, etc. are under pressure by predominantly western             

consumers to keep their palm oil supply chain free of “unsustainable” palm oil. The globally dispersed                

nature of this supply chain, with production taking place in Malaysia, Indonesia and other tropical               

countries and further processing and consumption worldwide, indicates the level of complexity in             

addressing this issue (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). Already among the largest importers being             

China, the European Union, India and Pakistan, one can expect different levels of demand for               

sustainably sourced products (Schouten & Glasbergen, 2011). 

 

2.2 The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil  

Due to this complexity in the palm oil value chain, the effect of government commitments to reduce                 

the industry's impact has remained limited (Gallemore et al., 2018). In the light of the rapid expansion                 

of palm oil production in the 1990s, and as a response to the sustainability concerns elaborated above,                 

the initiative to establish a Roundtable was commenced by the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) in               

2001 (Kruuse et al., 2019). They began by engaging stakeholders in the palm oil supply chain,                

including Aarhus United UK Ltd., Migros, the Malaysian Palm Oil Association, and Unilever in an               

informal partnership (Kruuse et al., 2019). Increased attention to the externalities of palm oil had               

induced WWF-Switzerland to hire an external consultant to investigate the possibilities for a             

partnership model including businesses to regulate the industry (Kruuse et al., 2019). After deciding              

on a roundtable format as the model, the first meeting took place in London in 2002 where                 

representatives of retailers, food manufactures, palm oil processors and traders, as well as financial              

institutions, came together with the WWF (Brandi et al., 2015). After the meeting, the 16 all-European                

stakeholder organizations agreed that the program would require the participation of stakeholders            

from Asia to secure a critical mass and in order to gain the acceptance by oil palm growers (Kruuse et                    

al., 2019). While the Malaysian Palm Oil Association was engaged before the first roundtable to               

ensure representation of producing countries, it had been Northern stakeholders who established the             

framework for a sustainability assessment and decided on the roundtable format (Kruuse et al., 2019).  

 

Subsequently, in 2004 the RSPO was formally established by the WWF, major European retailers and               

food processors including Unilever, Migros and Sainsbury's, and the Malaysian palm oil industry             

(Pichler, 2013). In total, 47 organizations across the palm oil value chain signed a Statement of Intent                 

(SoI) in April 2004 (Gallemore et al., 2018). Already during the first meeting in 2002 it had been                  

decided that the roundtable would “develop and to agree on criteria and standards for sustainable palm                
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oil” (Kruuse et al., 2019, p.7) The first set of the RSPO´s Principles & Criteria, formally establishing                 

standards for the production of Certified Sustainable Palm Oil (CSPO), were ratified at the General               

Assembly meeting in 2005. In 2007 the RSPO launched the first certification system for sustainable               

palm oil, resulting in the first certified sustainable palm oil being available in November 2008.               

(RSPO, 2020, A). The sustainability of the certified palm oil was guaranteed through eight principles,               

39 criteria, and 100 indicators, that were based on the core principles of People, Planet & Profit                 

(Pichler, 2013). Since then, the organization has grown and the work has become more complex,               

uniting seven different stakeholder groups within the palm oil industry. The RSPO´s stakeholder             

groups include upstream firms, which are the Oil Palm Growers and the downstream firms that               

include Consumer Goods Manufacturers, Palm Oil Processors and/or Traders and Retailers           

(Gallemore et al., 2018). In addition, the RSPO also includes Environmental NGOs, Social NGOs and               

Banks, and Investors (Gallemore et al., 2018). The set-up with those particular seven stakeholder              

groups was already decided during the initial meeting in 2002 and has not changed since in contrast to                  

the number of members and the composition (Kruuse et al., 2019). 

 

 
Figure 1: The 7 Stakeholder Groups within the RSPO 

Source: Impact Report (2019, p. 6) 

 

Today the RSPO is arguably the most prominent and important private standard-setting body within              

the palm oil industry, as well as the most visible sustainability network globally (Brandi et al., 2015,                 

Ponte & Cheyns, 2013). At the time of writing, the organization has more than 4000 members,                

ranging from Ordinary, Affiliate, Supply Chain Associate, to Honorary members (Kruuse et al.,             

2019). From 2011 to 2019 the number of Ordinary members who are the only ones with voting rights                  
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in the annual General Assembly (GA) increased from 569 to 1804. During the same period, the                

amount of certified palm oil increased from 12% to 19% (Ponte & Cheyns 2013; RSPO 2019).  

 

The RSPO is a consensus-based organization. It is managed by the Board of Governors (BoG) that                

consists of 16 members that are designated at the GA for two years. The BoG is supported by                  

Standing Committees, Working Groups, and Task Forces representing each of the stakeholder groups             

(RSPO 2020). The day-to-day business of the RSPO is run by the Secretariat which is based in Kuala                  

Lumpur in Malaysia. The Secretariat is responsible for BoG meetings, coordinating Roundtable            

meetings, GAs and it services RSPO members and coordinates the activities of Standing Committees              

and Working Groups (RSPO, 2020, B). The BoG is supposed to provide strategic direction to the                

Secretariat and oversee the delivery, while the Secretariat provides administrative support to all the              

governance bodies. The secretariat includes national representative offices, a Finance & Admin            

department, the Impact & Evaluation Unit, the Outreach & Engagement, and the Standard             

Development department, Assurance, the COO, and the CEO’s offices. The Secretariat as the             

executive organ is therefore primarily concerned with the implementation of the standard, following             

the strategic direction of the BoG.  

 

Certification  

Production level companies that want to achieve certification need to comply with RSPO Principles &               

Criteria (RSPO P&C). This includes a normative part, as well as an informative part which aims to                 

help with the implementation itself (RSPO 2018). With the P&C and the system of third-party               

verification, the RSPO currently certifies around 15 billion tons of palm oil (RSPO, 2020). The RSPO                

currently has four systems of certification, Identity Preserved, Segregated, Mass Balance, and Book &              

Claim, that use different levels of traceability and thus allow buyers to make different claims of                

certification (RSPO, 2020, C). The highest level of traceability can be achieved through Identity              

Preserved palm oil, which is kept separate from other production throughout the supply chain and can                

thus be traced back to a single mill. Segregated sustainable palm oil is kept separate from ordinary                 

palm oil throughout the supply chain and can be traced to several certified supply bases but not a                  

particular one. The Mass Balance supply chain does not keep sustainable palm oil separate from               

ordinary palm oil, but the presence of it is traced within the supply chain. On the lower end, the Book                    

& Claim system that was developed by Greenpalm and has only been brought in-house in 2016, does                 

not monitor the supply chain for the existence of sustainably produced palm oil. Instead, it offers an                 

offset system, allowing certified producers to sell credits for sustainable production. This allows the              

certificate buyer to claim having produced certified palm oil in the volume of the purchased certificate                

(Gallemore et al., 2018). While monitoring costs increase with the level of traceability, certified              
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growers are expected to conduct the same on-the-ground activities in order to achieve certification              

(Gallemore et al., 2018).  

 

Regarding the certified CSPO, the biggest challenge for the RSPO has been related to market uptake                

of the product. Growers, who have invested in getting certified are faced with limited demand for their                 

product (Pichler 2013; Ruysschaert et al., 2019). Despite growing membership numbers, the uptake             

has only increased from 40% in 2011 (Pichler, 2013) to 45% in 2018 (Ruysschaert et al., 2019) as the                   

purchase of CSPO is not mandatory for RSPO members. This has resulted in producers selling their                

CSPO in the same market as non-certified oil, without getting compensated for the effort to make                

production sustainable (Ruysschaert et al., 2019). Simultaneously, however, downstream firms that           

pledged to buy CSPO report finding it difficult to source reasonably priced products (Kruuse et al.,                

2019). 

 

2.4 Voluntary Certification Standards  

Following Bartley (2007) two key approaches that explain why organizations engage in voluntary             

certification standards such as the RSPO. Bartley (2007) differentiates between a market-based            

approach, that highlights the role of the standard in providing benefits to rational, self-interested              

members, and “political construction of market institutions” that examines the heterogeneous interests            

among stakeholder groups within and outside of the standard. The market-based approach explains             

the motivation to engage in private environmental standards based on self-interest, for example, based              

on concerns for warranting reputation. This can be observed with the consumer-facing brands that are               

part of the RSPO. As downstream firms are immediately confronted with civil society concerns about               

environmental and social externalities, they have an interest in avoiding free-rider issues and need to               

establish credibility through stringent standards that are monitored and enforceable across the supply             

chain (Gallemore et al., 2018).  

 

The politically-constructed approach considers the emergence of such standards as based on            

bargaining between e.g. firms, governments agents, NGOs and other stakeholders (Bartley 2007,            

Gallemore et al., 2018). This approach allows us to see the challenges that come with the set-up as a                   

multi-stakeholder initiative. For example, the desired stringency of downstream firms can create            

obstacles for upstream firms, as these bear the majority of the transaction costs for certification               

(Gallemore et al., 2018). This can lead to the exclusion of smaller operators, such as independent                

smallholders if the costs of implementation are too high (Gallemore et al., 2018). Both perspectives               

acknowledge that firms will only create, join or strengthen standards if this is in their long-term                
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interest (Gallemore et al., 2018). From this, we can already deduce that the RSPO depends on its                 

perception as relevant to stakeholders, and their perception as credible, especially for members that              

are faced with pressures from e.g. consumers. Additionally, as a politically-constructed entity, the             

RSPO needs to ensure legitimacy to internal and external stakeholders. 

 

2.5 The Legitimacy of an MSI 

This need for legitimacy arises since these standards are “not automatically extended throughout             

jurisdictions, as would be the case with a governmental regulation” (Gallemore et al. 2018, p.77). The                

complexity created in supply chains through globalization is often accused of having weakened the              

role of traditional regulators, leading so-called “governance gaps” (Mena & Palazzo, 2012). This has              

led to the institutionalization of private environmental standards such as the RSPO (Gallemore et al.,               

2018). Since these organizations connect several stakeholder groups, they are often identified as             

so-called multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSI). MSIs, spanning different sectors and bringing together a            

variety of stakeholders, who “not only aim to create spaces for dialogue” (Moog et al. 2015, p.470),                 

but also partake in developing new regulatory standards and procedures. As they issue “soft law”               

standards, MSIs can be described as non-binding and voluntary private rules. (Mena & Palazzo,              

p.528). This “soft regulation” can be established through e.g. certification mechanisms.  

 

While the legitimacy of national law and public regulation depends on the democratic nature of the                

regime, MSIs are not embedded in the same democratic mechanisms (Mena & Palazzo, 2012).              

Ruysschaert & Salles (2014) argue that voluntary agreements, as social contracts made in the absence               

of the State, depend on the general acceptance of their democratic and liberal practices. The RSPO                

thus depends on the recognition of its legitimacy, as the goal is to make stakeholders change their                 

behaviour permanently and as they depend on companies policing their own compliance (Ruysschaert             

& Salles, 2014). Therefore they argue that a major concern for the RSPO is, “to engender democratic                 

legitimacy through its working procedures” (p.439). Democratic legitimacy is based on the shared             

belief that the regulatory body possesses the authority as well as the capacity to impose rules on                 

citizens, which can be translated into input and output legitimacy for MSIs (Mena & Palazzo, 2012).                

While input legitimacy covers the “extent to which regulations are perceived as justified”, output              

legitimacy describes the “extent to which the rules effectively solve the issues” arising from              

governance gaps in a globalized world (Mena & Palazzo 2012, p.527).  

Input legitimacy is important in relation to internal accountability, because participants need to accept              

the MSI as authority, and in relation to external accountability, so that external stakeholders will               
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recognize the issued labels and certifications (Mena & Palazzo, 2012). The four input legitimacy              

criteria suggested by Mena and Palazzo include stakeholder inclusion, making sure the relevant             

groups of stakeholders affected by the issue are involved and procedural fairness which is necessary to                

guarantee each of them has a valid role in decision-making processes (Mena & Palazzo, 2012). The                

third criterion is a “culture of cooperation and reasonable disagreement” (p.537), including the             

willingness of participants to change their mind, while, finally, transparency of the MSIs structure,              

processes and results, enables stakeholders to consider if their demands and expectations are met              

sufficiently (Mena & Palazzo, 2012).  

While input legitimacy is mostly aiming at internal cohesion and acceptance, output legitimacy             

focuses on the capacity of the installed mechanisms to have a regulatory effect (Mena & Palazzo,                

2012). Despite the external orientation, output legitimacy is still concerned with the MSIs adequacy to               

address an issue at hand and not with the actual impact. The analysis of output legitimacy could thus                  

still be considered under what Ruysschaert & Salles (2014) consider the most researched area of the                

RSPO, namely its architecture. Mena & Palazzo (2012) identify three criteria for output legitimacy              

that are necessary to minimize risks of free-rider issues and to create isomorphic pressures. Firstly, a                

critical level of coverage can attract more companies, leading to a “cascading effect of coverage”               

(p.541). Secondly, the efficacy of the architecture guarantees the adequacy of the rule considering the               

issue it is trying to address (Mena & Palazzo, 2012). Soft law regulation might be criticized by the                  

public for creating opportunities for corporations to implement only easy and low-cost changes. Mena              

& Palazzo (2012) argue that the MSI might be seen as a “blue- or green-washing tool” if this is the                    

case (p.542). Finally, the criterion of enforcement of the rule asks whether compliance is verified, and                

non-compliance sanctioned, highlighting the importance of monitoring processes in generating          

legitimacy for the MSI (Mena & Palazzo, 2012).  

 

2.6 The Impact of an MSI 

In addition to legitimacy, largely referring to the institutional architecture of the MSI, the RSPO as a                 

voluntary environmental standard also needs to be perceived as credible. Stakeholders concerned            

about e.g. warranting their reputation will only engage in a credible standard. A way of demonstrating                

credibility is by showing a positive impact. Similarly, De Bakker et al. (2019) even relate the issue of                  

legitimacy, as discussed above, with the need for showcasing Impact. They identify two central topics               

that shape the debate regarding the impact an MSI has. The impact can be measured regarding the                 

output of an MSI. This is often done at face value and refers e.g. to the number of certified actors or                     
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the quantity of certified products (de Bakker et al., 2019). As this form of reporting does not offer an                   

explanation of how relevant outputs can be explained, several studies link the outcome to the rules the                 

MSI is promoting (de Bakker et al., 2019). Examples for a critical view on how the RSPOs rules are                   

failing to achieve a particular output are studies by Pichler (2013) and Ponte & Cheyns (2013) who                 

emphasize the exclusion of small-scale farmers from the RSPO´s standard-setting process. While they             

contribute to 30% of global palm oil production, they are not able to achieve economies of scale and                  

are deterred by the technical and strategic language.  

The other central topic regarding the impact of MSIs is measured in terms of outcomes. De Bakker et                  

al. (2019) identify outcomes as “improvements in working/production conditions and/or the           

environment (p. 364). They criticize that studies with this particular focus often lack clear theoretical               

focus, instead of focusing on the presentation of empirical results. While the belief that MSIs “create                

selective or only marginal positive outcomes for final beneficiaries” (de Bakker et al., 2019) seems to                

be widely embraced, some studies even question the ability of MSIs to produce any positive outcome.                

Wijen (2014) suggests the existence of a trade-off for sustainability standards in highly opaque fields.               

In opaque fields, in contrast to transparent ones, it is difficult to establish causal relationships between                

policies and outcomes and measure the exact results of policy implementation (Wijen, 2014). In this               

environment, MSIs imposing rules that are too rigid, risk their ability to achieve their goal, referred to                 

as means-end decoupling, while MSIs that impose more flexible rules, the risk that adopters embrace               

them formally without actually following up on implementation, referred to as policy-practice            

decoupling (Wijen 2014).  

De Bakker et al. (2019) suggest that research on MSI output and outcome has two shortcomings.                

Firstly, research that treats MSI impact as an objective fact, disregards the importance of the               

circumstances of “when and where judgement is made, how the impact is measured, and most of all                 

on who is judging” (p.366). Secondly, an impact assessment needs to be considered morally legitimate               

by those who evaluate it. This creates a challenge, particularly for MSIs operating on a global level as                  

it might be subject to a multiplicity of different or even competing schemes of moral evaluation (de                 

Bakker et al., 2019). 

Studies done regarding the Impact of the RSPO by political ecologists observe continuing             

deforestation and social conflicts in South-East Asia regardless of the RSPO´s steady growth since              

2004 (Ruysschaert & Salles, 2014). In the past, the RSPO has received criticism for allowing               

deforestation and for not being strict enough in the enforcement of their certification standards,              

ultimately leading to doubts about the validity of its sustainability label (Gatti et al., 2019). Gatti et al.                  

(2019) question whether RSPO certified palm oil can be considered sustainable, given that they              
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detected significant tree loss prior to and following the initiations of the RSPO agreements in areas                

located in RSPO concessions.  

 

2.7 ISEAL Encouraging Impact Evaluation 

When considering the legitimacy and the impact of MSIs, one organization emerges as a key player in                 

the field of sustainability standards. This organization, which can also be described as an organization               

of organizations, is the ISEAL Alliance, whose declared mission is to “strengthen sustainability             

standards systems for the benefit of people and the environment” (ISEAL, 2014). ISEAL aims to               

support sustainability standards systems in demonstrating and improving impact, improving          

effectiveness, defining credibility and increasing adoption (ISEAL, 2014). ISEAL currently has 23            

full members (ISEAL 2020, A). Members have to comply with ISEAL´s Codes of Good Practice that                

are supposed to support them in delivering positive social and environmental impacts (ISEAL, 2014).              

Through its focus on Codes of Good Practice that have to be implemented, in order to gain full                  

membership, ISEAL actively encourages mimetic processes (Dingwerth & Pattberg 2009). The           

organization currently has three Codes of Good Practice in place: A standard-setting Code that              

supports the development of standards that are relevant, transparent and reflective of stakeholder             

interests; an Assurance Code that is supposed to help assess compliance and encourage learning and               

an Impacts Code that requires standards to use systems to measure and improve the results of their                 

work in order to ensure standards deliver the desired impact (ISEAL 2014).  

Dingwerth & Pattberg (2009) argue that although the direct effects of the ISEAL Alliance might be                

limited, the organization still exemplifies the efforts of transnational organizations to create and             

implement a standard model of transnational rule-making. The RSPO joined ISEAL as an associate              

member in 2013 and was approved as a full member in 2015 (RSPO 2015). In order to transition from                   

associate to full membership, the RSPO had to verify that they were implementing ISEAL´s Codes of                

Good Practice (RSPO 2015). The desired outcomes of the Impacts Code include a Monitoring &               

Evaluation (M&E) system that monitors and evaluates the standards system’s ability to achieve its              

intended social, environmental, and economic effects. It also includes defining the Intended Change             

and requires Stakeholder Inclusions (ISEAL, 2014).  

The implementation of this code is visible on the RSPO´s website, which includes the presentation of                

the M&E system in place (RSPO, 2020, D). It is also in this section, presumably the immediate work                  

of the Secretariats Impact Unit, that the RSPO´s Theory of Change is presented. The latter is                

introduced as a “guiding framework, designed to assess progress, performance and impacts of our              
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work, as well as to help inform strategy and drive continuous improvement through learning and               

adaptive management” (RSPO, 2020). While the desired outcomes stated in the Impacts Code of              

ISEAL are certainly mirrored in the RSPOs M&E section, developing a Theory of Change is not an                 

immediate requirement of the Code.  

 

2.8 Theory-Based Evaluation 

Gugerty & Karlan (2018) argue that before organizations can begin to monitor programs or evaluate               

their impact, they need to have a sound theory of change guiding their work. Theory-based evaluation                

(TBE) is based on the idea that “the beliefs and assumptions underlying an intervention can be                

expressed in terms of a phased sequence of causes and effects” (Weiss, 1997 p.501). Evaluation               

happens through data collection showing how well the steps of sequence are carried out and if                

discontinued, where the point of break-down occurred (Weiss, 1997). TBE can be regarded as “an               

approach to evaluation that requires surfacing the assumptions on which the program is based in               

considerable detail” (Brinckmayer & Weiss, 2000). This entails the activities that are being             

conducted, the effect each particular activity will have and what the program does next (Brinckmayer               

& Weiss, 2000). 

Proponents of TBE argue for its use in explaining how and why programs realize results or why they                  

fail to do so (Birckmayer & Weiss, 2000). Weiss uses the terms of TBE and evaluation based on                  

theories of change interchangeably (Weiss 1997). While theory can mean a “set of highly general,               

logically interrelated propositions” that explain the phenomena of interest, Weiss (1997) considers the             

theory in the context of her evaluation model to be less abstract and more specific. The theory she                  

refers to is selectively targeted at the part of the causal chain that the program in question is trying to                    

alter. She argues that the “theory in question is the set of beliefs and assumptions that undergird                 

program activities” (p.503). As practitioners act based on experience, practice knowledge and            

intuition, they rarely articulate the conceptual foundations of their actions (Weiss 1997). This creates              

the need for evaluators to uncover and operationalize implicit assumptions.  

A theory of change, as suggested by Weiss (1997) contains two elements. One element is the theory                 

regarding the implementation, which is more useful for ongoing feedback to staff. The other element               

is a theory that is concerned with the effect of programs, in our case the desired impact of the RSPO to                     

transform the palm oil industry. The concept of Theories of Change became popular in the field of                 
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evaluation in the 1990s (Dhillon & Vaca, 2018). As the tool began to be widely used, it was often                   

confused with other evaluation tools such as Logic Models and Log Frames (Dhillon & Vaca, 2018).  

Figure 2: Layers of a Theory of Change 
Source: Dhillon and Vaca, 2018 (p.71) 

 

Dhillon and Vaca (2018) suggests that despite being built upon Logic Models, Theories of Change               

add extra layers since they go beyond activities that will be carried out (Figure 2). Additionally, they                 

define the assumptions and preconditions necessary for achieving the sequence of interim outcomes             

that are required to reach the long-term goal (Dhillon & Vaca, 2018). Factors such as the complexity                 

of the context, timing, interests, and resources of the organization influence the scope of Theories of                

Change.  

 

2.9 The Theory of Change as suggested by ISEAL  

While the Theory of Change is not an ISEAL requirement, the organization does present a webinar on                 

its website that suggests developing a ToC as the foundation for a robust M&E system (ISEAL, 2020,                 

B). In the webinar, the ToC is described as a tool for four areas: M&E, strategic planning,                 

communications and learning. This already shows that the use of the ToC goes beyond being an                

impact evaluation tool, as might be expected given its foundation in ISEAL´s Impact Code. At the                

core, ISEALs interpretation of a Theory of Change is, that it is an “articulation of building blocks that                  
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are required to bring about your desire long term goals” (ISEAL, 2020, B, 03:30). Following the                

webinar, there are three guiding questions in the development of a ToC: What is the vision of success?                  

What are the strategies and interventions? And finally, what are the pathways i.e., what is the way that                  

you are going to achieve that impact? While answering these questions, the ToC process also requires                

a standard to define underlying assumptions and immediate outcomes that contribute to the long-term              

vision (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Visual Presentation of Theory of Change as suggested by ISEAL 
Source: Self Produced  

 

For ISEAL there are two ways to frame a ToC: As a process and as a product. The ToC as a product                      

can be seen as a description or a roadmap that provides a framework for implementation by mapping                 

out what exactly has to be measured in order to show impact. As such the ToC forms the basis for                    

M&E activities measuring the Impact against the output and outcome defined in the ToC. However,               

the greater potential for a ToC, according to the webinar, lies in considering it as a process that                  

includes defining the shared vision of how an organization creates change and reaches its goals. By                

doing so, the ToC can encourage agreement and achieve the buy-in from members regarding the Why                

and the How change happens.  

While the ToCs areas of contribution are M&E, Learning, Communication and Strategic Planning, we              

mainly focus on two of those areas. Given the initial discussion on the ToC as a tool to evaluate and                    

facilitate impact, we consider the Learning and Communication areas relevant but see them rather as               
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subcategories that can inform and support both the evaluation and the generation of impact. Our focus,                

therefore, lies on the potential of a ToC as an impact evaluation tool, which is how it was initially                   

introduced, and its potential for strategic planning. The Theory of Change came to ISEAL through               

their M&E activities, primarily geared towards creating indicators that would determine what            

members would track and evaluate to show impact (ISEAL, 2020, B) This initial understanding of the                

ToC is more similar to what Dhillon and Vaca (2018) refer to as a Logic Model in their                  

conceptualization (Figure 2). The added level of strategic planning goes beyond this level, as              

highlighted by ISEAL´s emphasis that developing a ToC “forces you to articulate assumptions [...] in               

ways other strategy tools don´t” (ISEAL, 2020, B, 18.34). 

 

2.10 The complexity of Sustainability Planning 

In ISEAL webinar on the ToC process, it is acknowledged that a ToC can develop a level of                  

complexity, given that it can include external factors that can affect the elements of the ToC as well as                   

internal complexities of the organization itself (ISEAL, 2020, B). A ToC, it is argued, will never be                 

perfect and needs to be re-evaluated eventually. Young (2012) argues that management tools need to               

incorporate the assumption that the socio-ecological systems in which they are embedded, are             

complex and dynamic. The assumption that “change will be linear and gradual in the effort to manage                 

complex and dynamic socio-ecological systems” will likely result in undesirable consequences in the             

future (Young, 2012 p.1). In response to this Young (2012) suggests harnessing reflexivity, enhancing              

adaptability and coping with uncertainty, in management tools used to address the situation.  

In order to “support sustainability planning and strategy” (Mulvihill & Kramkowski, 2010, p. 2450)              

the discipline of Future Studies suggests tools such as visioning, backcasting and scenario building or               

development. Scenario planning differs from a vision, as it does not merely describe the desired future                

(Lindgren & Bandhold, 2009). Instead, scenarios are plausible stories of possible futures that are              

supposed to help strategic decision making in the present Mulvihill & Kramkowski, 2010). While              

scenario building might be useful to minimize risk through implementing strategies that are flexible              

enough to navigate the bandwidth of a plausible future, it seems to be more a reaction to possible risks                   

than it aims at implementing measures to transform and shape the future.  

Responding to this, backcasting has been recognized as a way to address the complexity inherent in                

the issue of sustainable development (Wangel, 2011). Backcasting involves the elaboration of “one or              

more goal-fulfilling images of the future” (p.872) which is then connected to the present through the                

development of pathways of transition, leading to those future images (Wangel, 2011). Considering             
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the focus on uncovering assumptions, while also developing strategies and pathways leading towards             

a long-term vision, the ToC process as proposed by ISEAL includes elements of these tools. While the                 

Logic Model part shares the forward direction of Visioning and potentially even scenario planning,              

there is also the potential to work back-wards based on assumptions about how the different               

components can contribute to the shared vision. Mulvihill and Kramkowski (2010) acknowledge that             

the pursuit of either of those strategies requires a degree of experimentation and innovation.  

 

2.11 The RSPO, the Theory of Change and Institutional Strategy  

The RSPO´s ToC represents the impacts the RSPO wants to achieve together with the key causal                

chains that can achieve them (RSPO, ToC, 2018). The overarching vision that has been in place since                 

the RSPO was first established in 2004, is that it aims to “make sustainable palm oil the norm”                  

(Gallemore et al., 2018). By developing a framework that includes the necessary strategies and              

pathways to achieve this vision and by unraveling the assumptions gluing this framework together, we               

argue that the RSPO has not only created a tool to evaluate its impact in comparison to the vision and                    

interim goals, but also a strategy for achieving the desired impact. This impact can be described as                 

institutionalizing sustainable palm oil practices.  

 

Lawrence (1999) investigates the concept of institutional strategy, which he describes as            

organizational work that is sponsoring new practices or transforming existing institutions. This            

institutional strategy demands “the ability to articulate, sponsor and defend particular practices and             

organizational forms as legitimate or desirable, rather than the ability to enact already legitimated              

practices or leverage existing social rules” (Lawrence, 1999, p.163). Actors, such as MSIs, that aim to                

transform existing or create new institutions have first been identified as institutional entrepreneurs by              

DiMaggio in 1988 (Battilana et al., 2009). However, “even the institutional entrepreneurship literature             

often fails to analyze what entrepreneurs actually do and how they do it, focusing instead on their                 

characteristics and the condition that produce them” (Kruuse, et al, 2019, p. 27). By establishing the                

framework of Institutional Work, as developed by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) in the following              

chapter, we hope to provide the basis for analyzing how activities geared at creating or maintaining                

institutions evolve when introducing a Theory of Change process within an MSI. 
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Chapter 3 - Theoretical Framework 

3.1 Institutional theory  
 

The previous section has established the RSPO as an MSI with the declared goal to transform the                 

palm oil industry. In the following part, we will provide the theoretical framework for our analysis.                

Making sustainable palm oil the norm is the long-term vision that will be achieved through               

institutionalizing sustainable production practices. Institutional theory, as the basis for our analysis,            

allows us to see “the relationships among organizations and the fields in which they operate”, while                

particularly highlighting “the role of rational formal structure in enabling and constraining            

organizational behaviour” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p.215). The section will be divided into two              

parts. The first part will elaborate on the evolution of institutional theory and the different               

perspectives that emerge. In the second part, we will provide the framework for our analysis, which is                 

Institutional Work theory, a relatively novel extension of Institutional Theory.  

 

3.2 Institutions 
 

Lawrence & Phillips (2019) state that “what exactly is an institution?” is the most asked question in                 

their experience as scholars of institutional theory (p.3). The confusion arises because the term is               

applied to different phenomena in social sciences and in every-day life. It can either describe               

established organizations or foundations, especially those dedicated to education, public service or            

culture or it can refer to customs practices, relationships, or behavioral patterns that are important               

within a community or society (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019). For our research, we will focus on the                 

second approach. Institutions can then be considered as the “the rules of the game”, or in other words,                  

“the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction” (North, 1990, p.3). They can be              

formal, such as written rules, or informal, such as typically unwritten conventions and codes of               

behavior (North 1990). As they structure everyday life, institutions reduce uncertainty and guide             

human interaction by reducing the individual's set of choices (North 1990). 

 

Organizations need to incorporate those practices and procedures that are rationalized and            

institutionalized in society (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Institutionalization can thus be understood as the              

processes by which “social processes, obligations, or actualities come to take on a rule like status” (p.                 
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341). Zietsma and McNight (2009) suggest that after being successfully institutionalized, institutional            

arrangements are supported by cognitive, normative, and regulative pillars. According to Scott (1995),             

these three pillars structure those activities that “provide stability and meaning to social behavior”              

(p.33). Institutions that are built on cognitive, normative, and regulative structures are then taken for               

granted as natural, they are normatively valued beyond their technical usefulness, and they are              

reinforced by coercive mechanisms that sanction deviants (Scott, 1995). Similarly North (1990)            

suggests that the costs of non-conformity are key to the functioning of institutions.  

 

In addition to understanding how institutions affect organizational action, Lawrence and Suddaby            

(2006) observe an emerging focus on the effects of individual and organizational action on              

institutions. While agreeing that institutions are enduring elements in social life, “that have a profound               

effect on the thoughts, feelings and behaviour of individual and collective actors” (p.216), their              

position also embraces institutions as the product (intentional or otherwise) of purposive action.             

Lawrence and Phillips later describe institutions as “conventions that are self-policing” (Lawrence &             

Phillips, 2019, p.3). Conventions identified as patterns describing either practices, rules or            

technologies. The institution is a shared understanding of these conventions. While their definition no              

longer includes an enduring nature of the institution, describing them as “self-policing”, Lawrence and              

Phillips (2019) still agree the mechanics underlying the institution encourage conformity. The shift             

between the two approaches, institutions affecting actors and actors affecting institutions, is mirrored             

by the evolution of institutional theory.  

 
 

3.3 Between Isomorphism and Entrepreneurship 
 

Theory on institutionalization has traditionally been divided into the traditional “old” institutional            

theory and neo-institutional theory (NIT). Alvesson & Spicer (2019) argue that NIT has “gone on to                

dominate the field” (p.199). While the “old institutionalism” was asking questions about institution             

building and how activists can establish new institutions, the novel element of NIT, is the idea that                 

organizations do not adopt new structures and practices for efficiency reasons, but because they give               

the organization “a sheen of legitimacy” (p.199). Abrutyn & Turner (2011) argue that the “most               

important conceptual shift in the analysis of organizations” happened in the 1970s as the              

environments, consisting of institutionalized rules and expectations, became key to understanding           

organizational dynamics (p.283).  
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Isomorphism 

DiMaggio and Powell's (1983) work on institutional isomorphism is regarded as a groundbreaking                         

example of this shift. They argue that structural change in organizations is no longer primarily driven                               

by the need for efficiency, but rather out of the structuration of organizational fields (DiMaggio &                               

Powell, 1983). Based on interorganizational competition for political power and institutional                     

legitimacy, isomorphic pressures lead to a homogenization of institutional fields (DiMaggio &                       

Powell, 1983). DiMaggio and Powell (1983) differentiate between three different kinds of                       

isomorphism, stating that they are only analytically distinct and can appear simultaneously. Coercive                         

isomorphism covers the formal and informal pressures and cultural expectations that organizations                       

need to adapt to. Mimetic isomorphism covers organizations using successful competitors as models                         

for their own activities to increase their legitimacy. Finally, normative isomorphism is the result of the                               

professionalization of the workers in the organization. A standardized education of professionals                       

within the field, leads to an increasing homogenization (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).   

 

According to Greenwood et al (2002), the concept of organizational fields is central to institutional                             

theory, as it represents “an intermediate level between organization and society” (p.58). Scott (1995)                           

draws on the definition by DiMaggio and Powell (1983) of an organizational field as “those                             

organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers,                           

resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that produce similar                       

services or products.” (p.148). Organizational fields are essential for processes through which                       

“socially constructed expectations and practices become disseminated and reproduced” (Greenwood                   

et al., 2002 p.58). Following the early NIT focus on isomorphism, organizations must conform with                             

institutionalized rules within the field to gain legitimacy and ensure long-term survival. These rules                           

can be supported by law, public opinion or simply taken for granted (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). The                                 

concept of organizational fields, in contrast to e.g. the notion of an organizational environment, also                             

allows us to see the active “making” of a field. Although, according to Dingwerth and Pattberg                               

(2009), it does not have to result from conscious and intentional activities, fields are made, while                               

environments are given. 

Institutional Entrepreneurs 

After the element of agency, present in “old” institutionalism, had been mostly overlooked by NIT                             

studies on isomorphism and the influence of exogenous shocks, DiMaggio (1988) re-introduces it                         

through the concept of institutional entrepreneurs (Battilana et al., 2009). Institutional entrepreneurs                       

can be understood as actors who initiate changes that contribute to transforming existing, or creating                             

new institutions (Battilana et al., 2009) This focus illuminates how institutions are intentionally                         
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created and become institutionalized (Lawrence et al., 2009) The focus of studies on institutional                           

entrepreneurs has mostly been on the role itself and on the actor occupying it (Lawrence & Phillips,                                 

2019). In addition, studies have discussed how collective actors, including e.g. groups, organizations                         

and industry associations can act as institutional entrepreneurs (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019).                       

DiMaggio (1988) describes institutional entrepreneurs as those actors who are important because they                         

have key strategic resources that enable them to have a significant impact on institutional                           

transformation. Battilana and D'Aunno (2009) link this work back to Eisenstadt´s (1964, 1980)                         

concept of institutional entrepreneurs as those individuals and groups who adopt leadership roles in                           

episodes of institution building. Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) acknowledge the importance of                       

addressing the role of actors in effecting, transforming and maintaining institutions. While the focus                           

had previously been on those who create institutions, i.e. institutional entrepreneurs, they also find                           

modest amounts of research considering how actors can maintain institutions (Lawrence & Suddaby,                         

2006). This stream of literature first emphasizes that institutions, usually understood to be of an                             

enduring nature, “rely on the action of individuals and organizations for their reproduction over time”                             

(p.215).  

 

Paradox of embedded agency 

Lawrence et al. (2009) criticize, that while early NIT suggests a dominant impact of institutions on                               

organizational practices and a limited role for agency, the more recent work on institutional                           

entrepreneurship “has portrayed some actors as powerful, heroic figures able to dramatically shape                         

institutions” (p.3). When combining both of the streams within NIT, it is possible to observe a tension.                                 

Following the earlier structural perspective, actors are perceived as products of their environment.                         

They are constrained and act according to already established institutions. However, following the                         

more action-focused, second approach, actors are perceived as the reason for the change in social life.                               

This raises the question, how actors can change existing structures if they are deeply embedded in                               

them and act accordingly (Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009). More specifically, how can an MSI like the                               

RSPO change the institutions forming the production of palm oil, if the RSPO as an actor as well as                                     

its members, are deeply embedded in these structures. This tension is referred to as the paradox of                                 

embedded agency (Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009; Garud, Hardy & Maguire, 2007).  

Lawrence and Phillips (2004) argue that “the processes of structuration of fields and the                           

institutionalization of practices, understandings and rules are inevitably intertwined” (p. 692). To                       

institutionalize local concepts and patterns of interaction, actors draw on pre-existing practices, rules                         

and understandings (Lawrence & Phillips 2004). However, Lawrence and Phillips (2004) suggest that                         

the process is not predetermined and institutions are not fixed but rather continuously transformed by                             

motivated actors. In response to the paradox of embedded agency, scholars have, in recent years,                             
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shifted their focus towards the processes through which actors affect the institutional arrangements                         

within which they operate (Lawrence et al., 2009). An example of this is the institutional                             

entrepreneurship literature. Instead of focusing on specific characteristics and conditions that produce                       

this type of actor, Kruuse et al. (2019) suggest considering what entrepreneurs “actually do, and how                               

they do it” (p.27). 

3.4 Institutional Work 

In response to the previously described tension, Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) suggest applying the                           

concept of institutional work (IW) which they describe as “the purposive action of individuals and                             

organizations aimed at creating, maintaining and disrupting institutions” (p.215). Lawrence and                     

Phillips (2019), who define institutions as combinations of conventions and social controls, see IW as                             

the “purposeful, reflexive efforts of individuals, collective actors, and networks of actors to shape                           

those conventions and manage the social controls that underpin them” (p.199). IW provides an                           

alternative approach to studying the relationship between actors, agency and institutions, that is able                           

to draw on the strengths of traditional views, without suffering from the same overstated positions                             

(Lawrence et al., 2009). It manages to avoid “depicting actors either as cultural dopes trapped by                               

institutional arrangements, or as hypermuscular institutional entrepreneurs” (Lawrence et al., 2009,                     

p.1). This is achieved by developing a broader vision of agency and shifting focus towards the role of                                   

actors in “effecting, transforming and maintaining institutions and fields” (Lawrence & Suddaby,                       

2006, p. 25). In this regard, Battilana and D'Aunno (2009), define agency as an “actor's engagement                               

with the social world that, through the interplay of habit, imagination, and judgment, can both                             

reproduce and transform an environment’s structures” (p. 46).  

However IW theory does not neglect “the relationship between human action and the structures in                             

which actors are embedded” (Lawrence et al., 2009, p. 5). While being primarily concerned with the                               

activities moving from action towards institutions, IW theory acknowledges the influence of                       

institutions on action. It explains the strategic behaviors employed by organizations in response to                           

institutional processes and pressures (Oliver, 1992), and highlights the “intentional actions taken in                         

relation to institutions” (Lawrence et al., 2009, p. 1). Following this idea, institutions and actions exist                               

in what is termed a “Recursive Relationship” (Figure 4). Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) developed                           

this framework for analyzing the efforts made within institutional arrangements in which individuals,                         

collective actors and networks of actors embedded.  
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3.4.1 Boundaries of Institutional Work 

 

By definition from the Oxford English Dictionary, the concept of work commonly describes an                           

“activity involving mental or physical effort done in order to achieve a purpose or result.”. This                               

highlights three relevant issues that define the boundaries of IW: accomplishments vs. activities,                         

intentionality, and effort (Lawrence et al., 2009). 

Figure 4: The recursive relationship between institutions and action  

Source: Lawrence et al. 2009 (p. 7) 

 

 

Accomplishment vs. Activity 

The distinction between “creating, maintaining, and disrupting institutions” and “creation,                   

maintenance and disruption of institutions” is based on the focus on a set of activities in the first case                                     

and a set of accomplishments in the second case (Lawrence et al., 2009). By focusing on the activity                                   

instead of the accomplishment, this focus allows to ask questions about why, how, when and where                               

actors engage in IW and discover factors that might hinder or support that work (Lawrence et al.,                                 

2009). Additionally, this focus allows to move beyond linear views of institutional processes and                           

creates the possibility to detect consequences that are unintended (Lawrence et al., 2009).  

Intentionality & Agency 

Considering work as something that is “done in order to achieve a purpose or result”, highlights the                                 

conscious intentionality of the process. Lawrence et al (2009) discuss three sets of cognitive processes                             

that describe different modes of intentionality actors can exhibit in relation to their temporal                           

orientation. These modes of intentionality correspond to the three different elements of agency, as                           
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suggested by Emirbayer and Mische (1998). The first mode is associated with the past, and describes                               

the ability of actors to select and draw on “more or less tacit and taken-for-granted schemas of action”                                   

(p.12) developed through past interaction. This corresponds with iteration as the past-oriented element                         

of agency which sees actors selectively reactivating past patterns of thought and action (Battilana &                             

D'Aunno, 2009, p. 46). The past-oriented notion allows to see even habitual action as intentional,                             

since actors can always choose between multiple habits and routines (Lawrence et al., 2009).  

The second mode of intentionality is present-oriented and “lies in the contextualization of social                           

experience” (Lawrence et al., 2009, p. 12). Contextualization implies reflection, either with one self                           

or others, on pragmatic or normative requirements of lived situations. This corresponds with                         

Emirbayer and Mische´s (1998) “practical-evaluative” dimension of agency, which is required in                       

order to respond to demands, dilemmas and ambiguities of present evolving situations (Battilana &                           

D'Aunno, 2009). Finally, the future-oriented mode is closest to traditional understandings of                       

intentionality as “goal-directed” (Lawrence et al., 2009). This mode includes the “hypothesization of                         

experience” (p.12) as it involves the attempt of actors to reconfigure pre-existing schemas by                           

generating alternative responses to problematic situations (Lawrence et al. 2009). This mode is built                           

on Emirbayer and Mische´s (1998) projective dimension of agency, that acknowledges that thought                         

and action may be creatively reorganized to fit with “actors’ hopes, fears, and desires for the future”                                 

(Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009, p.47).  

Having established a broad understanding of intentionality that does not need to be oriented towards                             

future outcomes, Lawrence et al. (2009) acknowledge the necessity to evaluate the role that actors´                             

intentions have within the concept of IW. One approach would be, to include all human actions in the                                   

concept, that to some degree has an institutional effect. They argue that this approach is closest to                                 

traditional institutional theory and would allow investigating the evolution of institutions, while                       

highlighting the role of micro-processes, relationships and actions. The focus of this approach would                           

lie on the “Institutions” the Recursive Relationship model (Figure 4). For our purpose however, the                             

other approach appears to be more resourceful. This reading of IW only includes action that is                               

“motivated significantly by its potentially institutional effects” (Lawrence et al., 2009, p.13). Already                         

the term, Theory of Change, and the conceptualization based on developing a Shared Vision shows an                               

underlying future-oriented intentionality of the endeavour of developing it. The boundaries for IW in                           

this research will therefore be based on the intentionality of the actions under consideration. Applying                             

a work-centric approach to studying e.g. institutional entrepreneurship allows to explore the set of                           

actions or practices aimed at creating or transforming institutions as interesting social phenomena in                           

and of themselves (Lawrence et al., 2009). While focusing on the arrow running from action to                               

institution, this approach addresses why and how actions occur and what potential impact might                           
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be.We therefore see the possibility for this approach to inform and support the discussion on how                               

different forms of IW evolve, when introducing ToC practices in an MSI.  

Effort  

The definition of work includes both physical and mental effort. Lawrence et al. (2009) differentiate                             

between the notions of effort and action, the latter commonly being used as a broader, more inclusive                                 

term. To understand the different kinds of effort that can be associated with IW , they draw on Scott’s                                     

(1995) three pillars of institutionalization. The cognitive pillar highlights that actors need to employ a                             

level of cognitive effort when addressing institutions that have previously been regarded as natural                           

(Lawrence et al., 2009, p.15). This implies the potential for seeing IW as a cognitive effort to                                 

question the taken-for-grantedness of routines and assumptions, ultimately providing the possibility                     

for institutional change. Changing institutions that are supported by normative and regulative                       

mechanisms however requires more than a personal cognitive effort. This instance would need an                           

additional involvement of political and cultural actions (Lawrence et al., 2009). This is reflected in the                               

different kinds of IW, which we will elaborate on when introducing the framework suggested by                             

Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) for categorizing IW. The notion of effort is particularly important for                             

studies in which the point of departure is IW itself. Including effort has the potential to provide insight                                   

into conditions and motivations leading to IW, as well as the practices and strategies constituting the                               

effort. Additionally, it provides the opportunity of including the effect of the specific effort, whether it                               

was intended or not (Lawrence et al., 2009).  

 

3.4.2 Roles within Institutional Work  

Before elaborating the types of IW the following part will establish roles that collective or individual                               

actors can take on in relation to IW efforts. Lawrence and Phillips´ (2019) consideration of three roles                                 

that individuals and collective actors can take on in relation to institutional arrangements provides for                             

a nuanced take on the different actors involved. Previous studies have often been divided between                             

focusing on the characteristics of individuals and organizations considered to be “institutional                       

entrepreneurs” (Battilana et al., 2009) or focusing on “institutional entrepreneurship” and the                       

resources and capacities necessary for this kind of work (Garud et al., 2007). Lawrence and Phillips                               

(2019) suggest a third possibility in considering the “institutional entrepreneur” as “a discrete social                           

role, available and meaningful to actors who choose and work to take on that role for some period of                                     

time” (p.209). Zeyen et al. (2006) define institutional entrepreneurship in the realm of MSIs as the                               
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“collaboration of first movers to create a new institution” (p. 347). For instance, they argue the WWF                                 

has taken on this role in the creation of the RPSO.  

Similarly, the role of institutional caretaker is adopted by those actors carrying out the work of                               

maintaining institutions (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019). While one focus of studies on maintenance has                           

often been on situations of contest, calling for “defensive institutional work” (Maguire & Hardy,                           

2009), more mundane reasons, including simple entropy (Dover & Lawrence, 2010) create the need                           

for preservation and the space for actors to adopt the role of institutional caretaker (Lawrence &                               

Phillips, 2019). Complex institutions, such as currencies, markets and regulation show the necessity of                           

specialized maintenance equipment, which can be used to observe and record compliance and                       

non-compliance (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019).  

Finally actors that work to disrupt existing institutions take on the role of an institutional troublemaker                               

(Lawrence & Phillips, 2019). Since actors in this role are in considerable conflict with those who have                                 

an interest in maintaining the status quo, the level of resistance they face can serve as an indicator for                                     

the degree of institutionalization of the arrangements they aim to disrupt (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019.                    

For our research this role holds less premise than the other two roles, given that there is no obvious                                     

notion of disruption in the proposed development of a ToC. There are two benefits of including this                                 

approach in our theoretical vocabulary. By using the idea of a role, the concept is located outside of                                   

identity, but it is also distinct from describing a set of activities (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019). For us                                   

this means, we can assume that the RSPO, on an organizational or individual level, can take on the                                   

role of an institutional entrepreneur when conducting efforts to institutionalize sustainable production                       

practices, while at the same time engaging in the maintenance of previous achievements, e.g. the                             

recognition of the certification standard.  

There are other roles that can be assumed in relation to institutions focused on actors within                               

organizations, rather than organizations themselves. These include institutional stewards and                   

denotative leaders. Kruuse et al. (2019) introduce the concept of institutional stewards, who are                           

defined as “actors who initiate non-divergent change, extending fundamental institutional logics into                       

novel circumstances” (p. 4). They find that given the right circumstances, small groups of motivated                             

actors, the institutional stewards, can engage in activities both building and maintaining an MSI.                           

While focusing on a particular group of actors within an organization, this concept carries the                             

potential to bridge the gap between institutional entrepreneurship and workaday institutional                     

maintenance (Kruuse et al., 2019). Similarly the concept of institutional leadership introduced by                         

Kraatz (2009), suggests the relevance of the role of the denotative leader of the organization as an                                 

important venue for IW . The IW done by this “administrator” falls within two categories. Firstly, it                                 

includes legitimacy seeking behaviors, described as ongoing efforts to win support and demonstrate                         
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the fitness of the organization to match the requirements of the institutional environment. The second                             

type of work considers the creation and maintenance of organizational integrity by engendering                         

cooperation and consent. This is supposed to create an entity that is coherent, integrated and                             

self-consistent (Kraatz, 2009). 

3.5 Forms of Institutional Work  

We have now established the boundaries of IW, which will help identify IW within the ToC process,                                 

we have discussed different dimensions within which IW can occur and we have touched upon roles                               

that actors can take on in relation to types of IW. The following part will introduce these types, which                                     

were originally carved out by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006). They identify 18 forms of IW aimed at                                 

either creating, maintaining or disrupting institutions, reflecting various forms of intentionality and                       

effort. Some are highly visible and others more mundane. We will first discuss the main category,                               

creating, maintaining or disrupting institutions, before we discuss manifestations of this type of work.                           

We will put particular emphasis on those types of work that relate closest to the steps in developing a                                     

ToC that we have previously discussed. By first introducing the broader umbrella types, we also aim                               

to remain open to finding IW, that is not part of the initially developed 18 categories. 

 

 

Figure 5: Institutional Work in the Recursive Relationship Model  

Source: Self Produced 
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3.5.1 Creating Institutions 

The category of creating institutions moves attention towards the manner in which actors “work to                             

influence their institutional contexts” that can include strategies such as market leadership, lobbying                         

for regulatory change as well as discursive action (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p. 215). It has                               

previously mostly been researched with focus on institutional entrepreneurship. Following DiMaggio                     

(1988) especially those actors who have key strategic resources can engage in activities creating                           

divergent changes that “break the institutional status quo in a field of activity” (Battilana et al., p. 68).                                   

In organizational fields that involve multiple members competing and collaborating, Zietsma and                       

McKnight (2009) find that institutional creation takes the form of co-creation. This means that the                             

work of creating shared understandings among members through negotiating, experimenting,                   

competing and learning, can occur simultaneously with disruption work and the development of                         

maintenance mechanisms to hold institutions in place. This process entails that solutions embed the                           

interests of multiple parties and can either be a product of collaborative co-creation or competitive                             

convergence (Zietsma & McNight, 2009).  

Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) identify nine types of IW carried out in order to create institutions                               

(Table 1). Within the subcategories “overtly political” IW to actions focusing on “norms and                           

identities” as well as actions taken in order to alter meaning systems, they provide specific examples                               

of work undertaken to create new institutions.  

 

 
Table 1: Creating Institutions   
Source: Adapted from Lawrence & Suddaby 2006 (p. 221) 
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 Political Action 

The political work of Advocacy, Defining and Vesting primarily directs attention towards actions                         

defining access to material resources (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Advocacy is related to                         

organizations that are established to make claims for important constituencies in an organizational                         

field and entails activities such as advertising, lobbying and litigation (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006).                           

Defining work includes the creation of standards, and the certification of actors within the field. By                               

defining rules and practice standards this work contains elements of institutional strategy (Lawrence,                         

1999). Finally, Vesting refers to the “creation of rule structures that confer property rights” (Lawrence                             

& Suddaby, 2006, p. 221) and occurs when government authorities reallocate property rights. Thus, it                             

is based on regulative bargains. Given the voluntary set-up of the RSPO and given the character of the                                   

ToC as something rather leading the way, than being a binding document, we do not expect to find                                   

this particular type of work. The emphasis on certification however invites for Defining work, while                             

Advocacy might be necessary to promote the standard. The question remains, how a ToC can                             

facilitate those categories, both as process and as the “final” product.  

Re-Configuring Belief Systems  

The second set of practices focuses on work that is done to reconfigure actors' belief-systems and is                                 

thus based on the normative structure of institutions (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). The first category,                             

Constructing Identities defines the relationship between actors and the fields in which they operate.                           

By focussing on the emergence of new or transformation of existing identities, this kind of work could                                 

provide insight into how the self-identified role of the RSPO as a collective is impacted by the ToC                                   

development. The work of Constructing Identities can be taken on by a collective group of actors,                  

who are changing their identity as well as by actors from the outside (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006).  

The second category of work within this set of practices, Changing Normative Associations describes              

actors re-making connections between sets of practices and the moral and cultural foundations of              

these practices (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). By encouraging actors to question existing institutions,             

it allows for new institutions to be created parallel or complimentary to pre-existing institutions. This               

might provide insight regarding how ToC processes might have challenged or complimented            

pre-existing conceptions about the connection between the moral foundations of the RSPO and the set               

of practices it employs.  

The last subcategory associated with impacting belief systems is Constructing Normative Networks,            

which is described as constructing “the interorganizational connections through which practices           

become normatively sanctioned” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p.225). This network can be formed             
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around a peer group of diverse actors that had previously been in a loose coalition and impact                 

practices through compliance, monitoring and evaluation (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). The           

relevance of this category for analysing processes within the RSPO as a standard setting organization               

is highlighted by the acknowledgement that these normative networks can engage in regulatory             

activities “one might expect would be performed by the state” (p.225). Additionally the ToC is located                

within the M&E department of the RSPO, and might as such facilitate activities aimed at preserving                

or adapting this normative network. 

Alteration of Meaning Systems  

The three last forms within the work directed at creating, are concerned with the alteration of abstract                                 

categorizations of meaning systems, and thus primarily focus on the cognitive side of institutions                           

(Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). The form of Mimicry, refers to the act of associating new practices                               

with pre-existing and taken-for-granted practices in order to ease their adoption. By juxtaposing the                           

existing and the new structures it becomes easier to understand new practices, while at the same time                                 

identifying shortcomings of the past ones (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). We see the possibility for                             

this type of work, when investigating whether the ToC brought new structures into the set up of the                                   

Impact Unit and if so, how these might be built upon pre-existing practices.  

The second form within this set is Theorizing which is aimed at the “development and specification of                                 

abstract categories, and the elaborating of chains of cause and effect” (Greenwood et al., 2002, p.60).                               

When new concepts and practices are named and elaborated on, these can become part of the                               

“cognitive map of the field” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p. 226). This does not necessarily require                               

agreement among actors, as the “common concept”, (Orsato, Hond & Clegg, 2002, p.646) in our case                               

the ToC, could also be perceived as a political stake, rather than a technical document. Given that the                                   

Theory of Change is a tool that derives from the idea of TBE, and this is associated with uncovering                                     

and operationalizing implicit assumptions (Dhillon & Vaca, 2018), we expect this form of IW to be                               

prevalent in our findings. It might even be possible regarding the entire exercise of developing the                               

ToC as embedded within the practice of Theorizing, and from there, facilitating other types of IW. 

Lastly, the work of Educating provides actors with the necessary skills and knowledge enabling them                             

to support new institutions (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Given the need of the RSPO as                             

certification-based MSI, to educate its members about the way to conduct their work in order to be                                 

certified and the possible need to educate external actors about the relevance of the standard in order                                 

to increase demand, we see the potential to see elements of educating as part or result of the ToC                                     

development. 
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3.5.2 Maintaining Institutions 

Given that institutions were previously assumed to be enduring, maintaining institutions is an area              

that was considered non-problematic (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019) However, research increasingly           

recognizes that institutions rely on the action of individuals and collective actors in order to be                             

reproduced over time. Few institutions are so powerful in their ability to reproduce themselves that no                               

ongoing maintenance is necessary (Jepperson & Swidler, 1994). As entropy is a natural tendency                           

within institutions, active involvement of different actors is required for continuation (Lawrence &                         

Suddaby, 2006). Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) describe the maintenance of institutions as practices                         

“supporting, repairing or recreating the social mechanisms that ensure compliance” (p.230) with                       

current institutions. 

 

There are two aspects of institutions that require maintenance - rules and symbols (Lawrence &                             

Suddaby, 2006; Scott, 1995). The maintenance of rules, based on the normative and the regulatory                             

pillar of institutions, requires disciplinary acts in order to preserve the reward and punishment system.                             

Symbols, based on the cultural-cognitive pillar require efforts in making sense of the institutional                           

order, to reproduce its value and meanings (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Zilber (2002) defines                           

symbolic institutional maintenance as “the travel of institutional stories across social levels” (p.205),                         

describing it as a balancing act of modifying institutional meta-narratives. This can be done through                             

positive, negative, or nostalgic constructions of the past, present, and potential future, that are                           

mirrored in Lawrence and Suddaby´s (2006) forms of Valorizing/Demonizing and Mythologizing                     

(Zilber, 2002). In total Lawrence and Suddaby (2009) identify six forms of work within this category                               

(Table 2). Enabling Work, Policing and Deterring ensure that actors adhere to certain rule-systems,                           

whereas Valorizing/Demonizing, Mythologizing and Embedding and Routinizing maintain symbols                 

through reproducing pre-existing norms and belief systems. 
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Table 2: Maintaining Institutions  
Source: Adapted from Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, (p.230) 
 
 

Adherence to rule-systems  

Enabling Work includes the creation of rules that facilitate, support and supplement institutions, e.g.                           

by establishing authorizing agents or by diverting resources (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Enabling                         

Work introduces elements of certainty into institutions, which can reduce intra-institutional conflict.                       

This can be achieved through introducing constitutive rules that define e.g. membership, identity or                           

standards (Lawrence & Sudabby, 2006). While the ToC might not be a constitutive rule as such, we                                 

do see the potential for it facilitating questions about the identity of the RSPO, or the members and the                                     

related certification standard. Similarly insights generated throughout the process could lead to a                         

re-evaluation of how resources are diverted.  

 

Policing is presented as a top-down process as it involves ensuring compliance (Lawrence &                           

Suddaby, 2006). This type of IW is conducted through enforcement, auditing and monitoring. The                           

RSPO depends on all three of these activities to guarantee the credibility of its standard. Only the                                 

monitoring part however falls within the scope of the ToC as an M&E tool and here it seems to be                                       

more targeted at establishing a framework against which the RSPO is monitored and not its members.                               

We see the possibility for the ToC to have an indirect impact on Policing activities through affecting                                 

the P&Cs but otherwise do not expect to find activities within this category.  

 

Deterrence describes the effort to establish coercive barriers to institutional change in order to funnel                             

the conscious obedience of institutional actors. (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006) The effectiveness of                         

Deterrence, similarly to Policing depends on whether the authority of the coercive actor is perceived                             

as legitimate. We see potential for the ToC process in hilighlighting inefficiencies and indirectly                           
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impacting the rules imposed by the RSPO. According to Lawrence and Suddaby (2006), all three                             

types of IW can be regarded as the coercive underpinning of an institution, without which institutions                               

risk “becoming empty threats or promises rather than a self-activating means of institutional control”                           

(p.232). 

  

Reproduction of pre-existing norms 

Valorizing or Demonizing is the act of publicly providing particular positive or negative illustrations                           

of the normative foundations of an institution (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). This kind of work                             

enables actors to identify and evaluate the moral status of participants in the field, which can be                                 

perceived as both enactment of institutionalized beliefs and a way of maintaining the power associated                             

with these beliefs (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Valorizing or Demonizing could be part of the way                               

the ToC is used as a tool and mostly relates to the function of a ToC within communication.  

 

Mythologizing is a similar concept but refers to the past rather than the future (Lawrence & Suddaby,                                 

2006). This kind of IW aims to preserve normative underpinnings of an institution by mythologizing                             

its history. Given the forward direction of the ToC process and a relatively short history of the RSPO,                                   

we assume that the ToC is unlikely to include Mythologizing. Other organizations with a strong                             

emphasis on their history might however employ this kind of IW when addressing underlying                           

assumptions.  

 

Embedding and Routinizing involves efforts to actively infuse “normative foundations of specific                       

institutions into participants’ day-to-day routines of organizational practices” (Lawrence & Suddaby,                     

2006, p. 233). Institutions are stabilized and thus maintained by the influence of embedded routines                             

and the repetition of practices. This can be achieved through e.g. education, training and certification.                             

Given that all of those activities are most likely present in the RSPO when maintaining the current                                 

achievements, we see the potential of the ToC as a product to inform and possibly even facilitate this                                   

type of IW. 

 

3.5.3 Disrupting Institutions 

Disruption can be understood as “creative destruction” that “revolutionizes the economic structure                       

from within; incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one” (Tülüce & Yurtkur,                             

2015, p. 721). Oliver (1992) defines deinstitutionalization as “the process by which the legitimacy of                             

an established or institutionalized organizational practice erodes or discontinues” (p. 564). Lawrence                       

and Suddaby (2006) describe IW directed at disrupting institutions as a rejection of current and                             
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long-standing practices and activities. Their understanding of this kind of IW as, “the resistance by                             

actors to engage in and support existing insisting institutions” (p.235), is similar to Oliver´s (1992) but                               

allows for intentional agency.  

 

 

Table 3: Disrupting Institutions 
Source: Adapted from Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, (p. 235) 
 

 

Disrupting institutions includes purposely disconnecting sanctions and rewards from existing                   

technologies, rules and practices (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2009). Based on it´s purpose to measure                           

impact, its function in strategic planning or even research and learning, we assume this category of                               

IW will be hard to find. The intentionality behind the ToC process does not relate to the three forms of                                       

Disconnecting Sanctions, Disassociating Moral Foundations or Undermining Assumptions and                 

Beliefs. The only way this category could be present, is as an unintended consequence. This however,                               

would require a long term observation and it might be difficult to trace the “achievement” back to                                 

activities based on the ToC.  

 

3.6 Theoretical Implications  

As Lawrence et al. (2009) argue, the study of IW “offers an invitation to move beyond a linear view                                     

of institutional processes - to account for, and reflect on, the discontinuous and non-linear processes                             

that take place” (p. 11). Considering the focus of our research we find it relevant to remain open                                   

towards different processes that might emerge as a result from the ToC development. For answering                            

our research question “How do different forms of institutional work evolve when introducing Theory                        

of Change practices in a Multi-Stakeholder Initiative?” we will apply the theoretical framework as                    

developed by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006), consequently understanding IW as “social-symbolic           

work carried out to create, change, or maintain institutions” (p. 12).  
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In the original framework Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) include 18 forms of IW belonging to either                         

creating, maintaining or disrupting institutions. However, for our theoretical approach we will focus             

on creating and maintaining, since we see little potential for detecting disrupting activities within the               

scope of a ToC. There are categories we expect will emerge from the data more frequently than                 

others. These are Constructing Identities, Changing Normative Associations as well as Theorizing.            

Other categories we expect to only detect elements of include Mimicry, Educating and Deterrence.              

Finally, Vesting, Defining or Mythologizing are categories that we assume to be outside of the ToC                

scope and will therefore only include in the analysis given that we detect traces of them. 

 

We consider the application of IW theory appropriate as it will allow an exploration of day-to-day                

adjustments, adaptations, and compromises of actors carrying out different forms of work throughout             

the process. The forms of IW included in this study are by no means an exhaustive list. The                                 

framework presented by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) is based on a relatively small number of                             

academic articles. We will therefore be open towards emerging topics and categories in our data. In                               

our analysis we will include a focus on agency, intentionality and effort as those characteristics of IW                                 

add the notion of consciousness to the specific actions. This will allow us to detect both intended and                                   

unintended consequences of efforts and help identify different roles of the actors involved. The reason                             

for this focus is that we aim to detect whether there are particular types of IW that can derive from                                       

developing a ToC and what the facilitating conditions are within an MSI. Given the scope of the                                 

process at the RSPO and the complexity of the organization itself, we consider it to be a case study                                     

that can provide valuable insights on different levels.  
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Chapter 4 - Methodology  

This section serves the purpose of outlining the methodology applied to answer our research question;               

“How do different forms of institutional work evolve when introducing Theory of Change practices in                             

a Multi-Stakeholder Initiative?” The methodological choices will be elaborated and discussed in              

regard to implications for the overall study.  

 

4.1 Philosophy of Science  

The research in this paper is based on a critical realism approach, which can be placed at the                  

intersection of realism and relativism on an ontological continuum. This ontological standpoint is also              

sometimes referred to as internal realism (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). By taking this ontological              

standpoint we aim to develop an approach in which structures and actors’ action are considered               

“different but related levels of reality” (Leca & Naccache, 2006, p. 629). From a scientific realist                

position only one truth exists. In contrast, the relativism standpoint implies that “no single reality can                

somehow be discovered, but there are many perspectives on the issue” (Easterby-Smith et al, p. 140).                

Researchers taking this ontological standpoint therefore recognize that the process under inquiry            

exists under the presence of the actors only and is moderated and determined by mental efforts.  

 

By taking a critical realism approach we adhere to the realist paradigm insofar that we recognize                

events taking place irrespective of the presence of actors. Environmental sustainability issues and the              

high degree of natural science involved in the work carried out by the RSPO, which essentially                

provides the context for our research, makes it appropriate to include a strong degree of realism. We                 

fundamentally agree that there are practices, which are objectively more sustainable than others. Even              

so, we believe that perspectives from a relativism standpoint will provide useful insight when              

analysing what forms of institutional work evolve when implementing ToC practices. The ToC is              

itself a social construct, and the process of developing it takes place in the social world. Including                 

aspects of relativism allows us to address the complexity of different social perceptions being present               

inside the RSPO. Hence, we acknowledge that truth exists, but is obscure, and that facts, though being                 

concrete, cannot necessarily be observed directly (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015).  

 

Following this, despite the tendency of critical realism adhering to an epistemological standpoint of              

positivism, we lean more towards the assumptions underlying constructivism on the epistemological            
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continuum. These assumptions constitute the foundation for this research. Although not adhering                       

entirely to constructivism, the inclusive nature of this paradigm allows us to include the complexity of                               

the RSPO as one unity. The assumption that “many aspects of societal reality are determined by                               

people rather than by objective and external factors” (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015, p. 148) opens up for                                 

gaining critical insight to the micro-perspectives on institutional work. Considering that RSPO as an                           

MSI is operating on a global level, it is subject to a multiplicity of different or even competing                                   

schemes of moral evaluation. Collecting profound data by including various stakeholder perspectives                       

inherently enables us to establish an in-depth understanding of the ToC development and forms of                             

institutional work evolving from these processes. An epistemological standpoint leaning towards                     

constructivism is therefore deemed appropriate.  

 

 
Table 4: Research Design  
Source: Self Produced  
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4.2 Multi-Method Qualitative Study 

To assist our philosophical standpoint, a multi-method qualitative approach has been applied.            

Multi-method is referred to as a combination of more than one data collection technique with               

associated analysis techniques (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2006). This is however restricted to             

either qualitative or quantitative views. Qualitative data, as used in this study, is information collected               

in non-numeric form (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). Data is collected by means of semi-structured              

interviews and accounts from RSPO Reports, which shall be elaborated on later. We analyze these               

data using non-numerical qualitative procedures. According to Yin (2009) five types of qualitative             

analysis can be identified. These are experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories, and case             

studies. The choice between these types of analysis is based on several conditions. Primarily, the               

research question, the extent of control the researcher is possessing over the social event, as well as                 

the focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events are influencing elements for the decision.  

 

4.2.1 Case Study Approach 

Our research design follows a case-based approach to investigating how various forms of institutional              

work evolve when introducing ToC practices within an MSI. A case study is a research design that                 

“focuses in depth on one, or a small number of, organizations, events or individuals” (Easterby-Smith               

et al, 2015, p. 863). A case can be described as “an instance of a class of events” (Levy, 2008, p. 4).                      

This study will be based on a single-case study, with the RSPO serving as the case-organization,                

thereby creating the boundaries of the study. Yin (2009) suggest that “a case study is an empirical                 

inquiry that a) investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context,              

especially when b) the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 18).               

The phenomenon under inquiry in our study is the ToC processes. The RSPO as an MSI constitutes                 

the real-life context. Applying a case study method is deemed appropriate, as the boundary of the ToC                 

processes within the context of the RSPO is indistinct. Furthermore, to our knowledge, the processes               

revolving around a ToC have not been investigated in relation to the theory of institutional work,                

making it a rather unique case study.  

 

The reason for applying a case study based approach to this specific case study over other methods                 

(e.g. surveys, experiments, archival analysis) is because this it is the preferred method in a situation                

where “how” and “why” questions are being raised which, requires in depth analysis of the topic                

under inquiry. Since we investigate how forms of institutional work evolve, when implementing ToC              
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practices. A case study approach is suitable when the investigator has little control over events, or the                 

focus is on a contemporary phenomenon taking place within a real-life context (Yin, 2009). It               

provides a unique possibility of developing theory by utilizing “in-depth insights of empirical             

phenomena and their contexts” (Dubois & Gadde, 2002, p. 555). The primary challenge of this is                

grasping the interrelatedness of the various elements in the research work.  

 

Systematic Combining  

This study follows neither a strictly inductive nor a strictly deductive approach, rather a systematic               

combining approach is applied, thereby following an abductive logic. An abductive approach is             

suitable if the objective is to discover new things, such as other variables or relationships (Dubois and                 

Gadde, 2002). Critical to the decision of applying this approach, is the emphasis on theory               

development rather than theory generation. Theory development is done by refining existing theory.             

One aim of this study is to inform existing theory on institutional work by investigating this in relation                  

to a ToC.  

 

 

Figure 6: Systematic Combining  
Source: Adapted from Dubois and Gadde (2002) 
 

Systematic combining is described as a process where “theoretical framework, empirical framework            

and case analysis evolve simultaneously” (Dubois and Gadde, 2002, p. 554). This kind of research is a                 

non-linear approach to study a certain phenomenon. The researcher constantly goes back and forth              

between types of research activity, making room for a constant movement between empirical             

observations and theory. This extends the understanding of both theory and the empirical phenomena              

under inquiry. Two elements are important within this iterative process. Firstly, matching theory with              

reality is an important feature. This means that there is an iterative movement between framework,               

data sources and analysis, consequently resulting in a “frequent overlap between data analysis and              

data collection” (p. 556). This process is enabled by the second element, that of confrontation, which                
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is ongoing throughout the process, allowing for direction and redirection. The issues revolving around              

the research and the analytical framework are reoriented when these are confronted with the empirical               

world.  

 

In our experience we can observe a reciprocal effect between theory and empirical observations. Our               

preliminary framework was to bridge macro-processes of field level change with micro-processes of             

institutional work relating to the development of a ToC. We included all three main categories of                

institutional work. As the case gradually evolved, we became aware of a pattern in which only two of                  

the three dimensions of institutional work could be genuinely identified. We therefore decided to omit               

institutional work aiming at disrupting institutions from our theoretical framework. Furthermore,           

while collecting data and extending our understanding of the concept of a ToC, it was realized the                 

field-level perspective was unfeasible, as the aftermath of the ToC is still playing out. Thus, there was                 

no valid foundation for suggesting anything in this direction. Similarly, in order to justify the               

identification of certain institutional work categories, elements of agency needed to be included from              

a theoretical perspective, resulting in an additional modification of the theoretical framework.            

Modifications therefore took place, partly due to empirical findings and partly due to extended              

theoretical insight.  

 

4.3 Data Collection  

For this study, we explore the case through qualitative methods as clarified earlier. Data has been                

extracted from both primary and secondary sources. In this section, the process of collecting data will                

be elucidated including reflections on how the choices shape our findings. The order in which the data                 

is presented, represents the weight and importance of the data. The practical process of collecting data                

was an iterative approach as explained by systematic combining above. Hence, not as linear as this                

chapter might indicate.  

 

4.3.1 Primary Data Collection 

As explained in the last chapter, a multi-method qualitative approach was applied. Primary data was               

obtained via semi-structured interviews with 21 informants as well as from public available RSPO              

documents.  

 

Semi-Structured Interviews 
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Semi-structured interviews were decided upon, due to the exploratory nature of the study.             

Interviews are semi-structured when questions are predetermined but open-ended (Easterby-Smith et           

al, 2015). Researchers who apply semi-structured interviews develop a written interview guide prior             

to the interviews (Matthews & Ross, 2010). We decided upon this type of interview method over                

structured and unstructured interviews for various reasons. Structured interviews carry the risk of not              

grasping underlying meanings of the answers provided by the respondents, which we consider to be               

valuable insights for our research. Furthermore, unstructured interviews would not have allowed us to              

steer the interview towards activities that are included in our theoretical focus on institutional work in                

relation to the ToC. Additionally, from the textual data, which shall be elaborated on in subsection                

4.3.1.2, we identified a timeline of events leading up to and constituting the process in which the ToC                  

was developed. We urged the interviewees to elaborate on these events. We therefore needed some               

structure in the interview. 

 

We considered it relevant to gain insight into how the respondents were expressing their experiences               

to understand how people involved understood the process of the ToC. Semi-structured interviews are              

particularly well-suited for this, since they allow respondents to answer the questions and discuss              

certain topics in their own way (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). This approach enabled us to introduce                

topics or questions in different ways or orders as appropriate for each interview. When conducting the                

interviews we developed a conversational interaction. Although in a limited manner, we made use of               

props and probes , which in their nature are designed to encourage the individual interviewees to                

elaborate and develop their explanations (Matthews & Ross, 2010). We conclude that we took a more                

active than passive role in the interviews.  

 

Sampling 

After considering various sampling methods, it was decided to apply non-probability sampling based             

on a combination of purposive sampling and snowball sampling (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015) rather              

than probability sampling. Purposive sampling implies that “participants are chosen because of their             

experience or opinions on the research topic, hence chosen with purpose” (Matthews & Ross, 2010, p.                

167). The internal documents outlined above were also investigated as a way to build an indicative                

research panel. Potential respondents were selected based on their involvement in the RSPO at the               

time of the development in the ToC. Particular focus was placed on individuals who attended events                

where the ToC had been discussed, i.e. Board meetings, General Assembly meetings or Roundtables.              

This way we secured a minimum experience with the ToC process. It also enabled us to utilize the                  

respondents as potential catalysts for reaching out to other individuals, who could prove relevant to               

talk to based on the same criteria. Hence, applying a snowball sampling technique. Additionally, we               
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approached our supervisor who is an active part of the RSPO research network. Our supervisor               

provided us with recommendations as well as contact details. We indicated him as a reference when                

contacting potential respondents. This technique describes the process of referral and was an             

applicable method to reach “hidden” respondents (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). 

 

The primary focus was placed on individuals located in the Secretariat and the Board of Governors.                

Hence, the two primary organizational bodies dealing with the ToC process. We aimed at including               

representatives from each of the seven stakeholder groups within the RSPO represented by the BoG               

members to provide for a broad variety of insights. Table 5 presents the exact number of interviewees                 

from each stakeholder group. As individuals from “Bank and Investor” are limited in numbers, it               

proved challenging to include this stakeholder group. Moreover, due to the COVID-19 situation, the              

few individuals in this stakeholder group being in the organization, were too occupied to participate in                

an interview. Likewise, “Growers” is not represented in our data, since we did not manage to reach                 

them.  
 

As clarified, the responsibility for the ToC is placed within the Secretariat, more specifically in the                

M&E department. Including individuals from this department was therefore deemed necessary. We            

aimed at including individuals from different departments of the secretariat. Despite the realization             

that responsibility for the process of developing the ToC was primarily placed within the M&E               

department, we deemed it relevant to get the perspectives from members of other departments as well.                

This was due to our understanding that a majority of the secretariat was involved in the ToC process                  

and, that the secretariat would be the entity actually implementing the ToC after endorsement.              

Including a diverse set of experiences and understandings of the process and the ToC itself was done                 

in order to validate the data and increase reliability, hence serving as triangulation (Easterby-Smith et               

al, 2015). In alignment with our position within the paradigm of critical realism, we acknowledge the                

relevance of including different realities as perceived by the individuals involved. Increasing diversity             

in our research panel was a way to include as many realities as possible. We created the following                  

categories for our respondents (Table 5).  

 

Respondent Category Number 

Secretariat 10 

Board Member 6 

ISEAL 2 

Consultant 2 

Others 1 

Total 21 

Table 5: Number of Respondents by Categor - Source: Self Producedy 
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Interviews  

In total 34 individuals were contacted, including 3 individuals rejecting our approach and 10 not               

replying to us. We conducted 21 interviews in total (Table 6). We conducted 6 interviews with either                 

current or former Board Members, representing the different stakeholder groups outlined above, and             

10 individuals from Secretariat, either currently or previously employed. Furthermore we interviewed            

two consultants being in charge of the ToC process within the RSPO, as well as two individuals from                  

ISEAL. We considered this to be appropriate in order to get outsider's perspectives on and first hand                 

experience with the process, serving as meta-level considerations.  
 

All participants were contacted via e-mail or telephone. During the time the interviews were              

conducted, we as researchers were, due to COVID-19 circumstances, located in Denmark and             

Germany respectively. Our interviews were located in various geographical places, i.e. Malaysia,            

England, Scotland, The Netherlands and the US. Given the physical distance all interviews were              

conducted primarily via Zoom, which is an online video conference service created for the purpose of                

conducting, among other events, meetings with several participants. In total 3 interviews were             

conducted via skype. All interviews were conducted with our combined presence. Hence, we were              

both present during every interview and all interviews were mediated.  
 

Conducting mediated interviews provided us with the flexibility needed to schedule the interviews.             

Given a large time-difference between us and the respondents, this served as a great advantage for the                 

process of collecting data. However, there were also challenges associated with mediated interviews.             

Conducting interviews via Zoom or Skype required a stable internet connection. This proved             

challenging in some interviews with respondents located in Malaysia, due to instances of             

thunderstorms. It required us to reschedule the interviews ultimately slowing down the process of              

collecting data. Another challenging element is that some respondents did not want to turn on the                

camera during the interviews, because they were in COVID-19 lock-down in their private homes.              

Hence, we were not able to see them during the interviews. Although not having a severe influence on                  

our ability to understand and interpret information, it did leave out the opportunity to extract               

impressions from body language and facial expressions.  
 

Date Interviewed Category Stakeholder Group / Secretariat Department Pseudonym 

13 mar. 2020 Secretariat Monitoring & Evaluation Department Interviewee 1 

17 mar. 2020 Secretariat Outreach & Engagement Department Interviewee 2 

24 mar. 2020 Board Member Environmental NGO Interviewee 3 

25 mar. 2020 Secretariat Standard Development Department Interviewee 4 

26 mar. 2020 Secretariat Outreach & Engagement Department Interviewee 5 

27 mar. 2020 Board Member Social NGO Interviewee 6 
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31 mar. 2020 Board Member Consumer Goods Manufacturers Interviewee 7 

07 april 2020 Board Member Processors and Traders Interviewee 8 

08 april 2020 Board Member Retailers Interviewee 9 

08 april 2020 Board Member Retailers Interviewee 10 

08 april 2020 External Consultant - Interviewee 11 

21 april 2020 External Consultant - Interviewee 12 

23 april 2020 Secretariat Monitoring & Evaluation Department Interviewee 13 

28 april 2020 Secretariat CEOs Office Interviewee 14 

28 april 2020 Others Processors and Traders Interviewee 15 

29 april 2020 Secretariat CEOs Office Interviewee 16 

05 may 2020 Secretariat Monitoring & Evaluation Department Interviewee 17 

13 may 2020 ISEAL - Interviewee 18 

15 may 2020 Secretariat COOs Office Interviewee 19 

21 may 2020 Secretariat Monitoring & Evaluation Department Interviewee 20 

28 may 2020 ISEAL - Interviewee 21 

 

Table 6: Overview of Interviews and Pseudonyms 
Source: Self Produced 

 

All interviews were conducted in english irrespective of mother tongue, as this was the only common                

language available. Since all respondents were accustomed to operate in english, this was not              

perceived as an obstacle for data-collection. All interviews lasted between 35 and 60 minutes.              

Furthermore, all respondents offered the possibility to follow up either on email or an additional               

zoom-meeting.  

 

Interviewguide 

As mentioned, we developed a preliminary interview guide in order to be able to carry out the                 

semi-structured interviews. The interview guide served as a structure for the interviews, but allowed              

us to deviate from the questions if necessary. An example can be found in appendix 3. The questions                  

were adapted depending on the individual respondent. This was done depending on the personal              

involvement of the interviewee with the process of the ToC and their role regarding the RSPO as a                  

whole. Furthermore, due to our approach of systematic combining, unanticipated empirical findings            

modified our original framework continuously. Naturally, this to some extent also influenced our             

interview guide, as this had to be adapted on an ongoing basis. Hence, the interview guide evolved                 

during the process of conducting interviews. However, there were never major changes included.  
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The data collection based on internal documents served as critical insight for the development of our                

interview guide. This combined with the theoretical framework of institutional work, created the             

foundations for the set of questions and led to a preliminary interview guide. Sections of the interview                 

guide along with examples of the questions that we intended to ask during the interviews were sent to                  

the respondents prior to the meetings. We intended to ask questions enabling us to identify which                

dimensions and even categories of institutional work were present. When developing the different             

questions, focus was put on the mechanics of the different categories - creating and maintaining. Even                

though we did not specifically divide the questions into the 15 sub-categories of institutional work               

associated with creation and maintenance, we draw on elements defining each category, when asking              

the questions.  

 

Textual Data  

In addition to conducting semi-structured interviews, primary data was collected via publicly available             

RSPO Documents (Table 7), hence textual data (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). The Listen & Learn               

report, written by external consultants leading the ToC process of the RSPO, was essential for several                

phases of our project. It provided a solid representation of the tensions inside the RSPO prior to the                  

actual development of the ToC. The Narrative Report is an elaborated version of the ToC and was                 

utilized to provide an understanding of the ToC and the process of development. The Shared               

Responsibilities (SH) Report provided insight into the aftermath of this process. Finally Impact             

Reports dating back to 2016 were included as well. This was deemed appropriate, as the reason for                 

creating a ToC is to measure impact and the document is located within the M&E department, which                 

is also referred to as the Impact Unit.  

 

RSPO Documents 

Listen & Learn Report 

Narrative Report 

Shared Responsibility Report 

Impact Report 2019 

Impact Report 2018 

Impact Report 2017 

Impact Report 2016 
 
Table 7: RSPO Documents used for primary data collection  
Sources: Self Produced 
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4.3.2 Secondary Data-Collection 

Secondary data utilized in this study includes various data sources. We kept track of the various forms                 

of data, by adding them to an individual excel-sheet. Secondary data include the RSPO website,               

ISEAL website, published articles on RSPO activities, as well as academic journal articles. These              

were used to inform and provide context to the case. Furthermore, Board of Governors (BoG) meeting                

minutes, Generally Assembly (GA) meeting minutes as well as annual Roundtable Reports are also              

treated as secondary data. As we retrieved information from them without intending to analyze, we               

consider this as a secondary data. Specifically, first signs of the ToC were traced in order to create an                   

understanding of the events leading up to the decision of developing one in the first place. Identifying                 

BoG meetings particularly revolving around ToC discussions was the first step in this process. From               

there we were able to identify attendees participating on a continuous basis, likely being relevant for                

the investigation of the ToC processes. Likewise, GA meetings and Roundtable Reports provided a              

context for the evolving issues the RSPO was facing simultaneously to the ToC process.  
 

4.4 Qualitative Data Analysis  

The following section will outline the method for the qualitative analysis of the collected data.               

Working with qualitative data is a process that “moves between gathering, working with and              

reflecting upon social data throughout the research” (Matthews & Ross, 2010, p. 373). As our research                

is based on a systematic combining case study approach, and due to the abductive nature of the study,                  

we did not develop any hypotheses to be tested. Choosing one theory over another does however                

indirectly state the assumption that the phenomenon under inquiry can be at least partly explained               

with the specific theory.  

 

4.4.1 Analysis of Primary Data 

The primary data collected via interviews was analyzed by means of discourse analysis. Focus is               

therefore directed at the data in the form of language, since “language not only reflects but also                 

creates our social world” (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015, p. 253). Hence, our analysis is based within the                 

discursive dimension associated with the study of institutions. Although various definitions of a             

discourse exist, the definition from Matthews & Ross (2010) will be applied in this paper. Thus, a                 

discourse is “a text, either spoken or written, in any medium” (p.391). This way of analysing is                 

theoretically moving towards the realm of constructivism. The researcher is primarily looking at             
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language used and ideas underlying the text. It is applied in order to study the way people think, speak                   

about and experience the social world around them. The discourse analysis is applicable for a wide                

range of research topics, because it is well-suited for identifying “hidden” meanings. Given the nature               

of the theory on creating and maintaining institutions combined with the concept of a ToC, discourse                

analysis was deemed appropriate. As elements of institutional work relates to alteration of meaning-              

and belief systems, these represent aspects of the social world that are not directly observable.               

Applying discourse analysis is considered an appropriate way of uncovering these aspects.  

 

Easterby-Smith et al, 2015 suggest three main ways of viewing discourse analysis; structure, which              

refers to a set of recurring conventions; rhetoric, describing the art of persuasion and power; process,                

which views the discourse as an ongoing conversation and sensemaking. In this case, we direct               

attention primarily to the structural view, in which a narrative analysis is, as a form of discourse                 

analysis, a common way for institutionalization scholars to analyse institutional work (Lawrence &             

Suddaby,2006). A narrative is a “depiction of a sequence of past events” (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015,                

p.387) after being processed by the narrator. Hence, it is the perception and sensemaking of the                

narrator that forms the narrative. In this study, the respondents can be identified as narrators. Since we                 

are interested in investigating the perceptions and experiences revolving around the ToC in various              

ways, narrative analysis offers the opportunity to analyze the hidden meanings potentially enabling             

the detection of some forms of institutional work.  

 

Focussing on the sequential patterning of events as well as the role of different actors enabled us to                  

build the rather complex picture of social situations relating to the ToC. It enabled us to explore                 

values and beliefs of our respondents, essentially easing the identification of forms of institutional              

work and the underlying agency. Stories can be used to express both experiences from the past, but                 

also a way of expressing visions and goals, making it particularly suitable for detecting certain kinds                

of institutional work, such as for instance the form relating to Belief- and Meaning Systems.               

Discourse, and in particular narrative, analysis heavily relies on linguistics, which is not only              

language- or context-specific, but also impacted by culture. In our case, the RSPO as an organization                

is by nature influenced by a multiplicity of cultures. Since, as mentioned, all interviews were done in                 

english, and only few of the participants were expressing them in their mother tongue, this presents a                 

risk of “losing meaning” in the translation. We acknowledge this as a potential risk in terms of                 

grasping the understanding of the content and narratives analyzed. However, it is not considered to               

have a profound impact on the data analysis.  
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Figure 7: Approach to Analyzing Interviews 
Source: Self Produced  
 

Transcription and Summaries of Interviews 

All interviews were recorded and later transcribed in english by a professional transcription service,              

which was done to reduce time needed to transcribe ourselves. There were two main challenges               

associated with passing on the transcription to someone not involved in the research process. Firstly,               

the fact that we did not transcribe the interviews ourselves demanded us to find another way to                 

familiarize ourselves again with the data. In order to deal with this challenge, summaries of all                

transcriptions were made when receiving the transcriptions from the transcription service. The            

summaries were carried out in order to provide the foundation for discussion among us as researchers.                

Furthermore, error-checking was needed, as some concepts or words used during the interview were              

not familiar to the typist, resulting in an incorrect transcription. While summarizing the transcriptions,              

we checked for these types of errors. For the purpose of referencing the transcriptions of the                

interviews, we have replaced the original name of the participants with a pseudonym (Table 6) . We                 

have done this in order to comply with the wish of several interviewees to stay anonymous and not                  

disclose any personal information. Each interview was given identifiers such as either Board Member,              

Secretariat, External Consultant, ISEAL or Others, as these are the different groups of individuals we               

have interviewed (Table 5). This was done in order to enable comparison of findings from each                

interview. 

 

Thematic Analysis  

When first reading through the raw data, i.e. the transcriptions of the interview, we applied a thematic                 

analysis technique. Thematic analysis technique is “a method for systematically identifying,           
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organizing, and offering insights into patterns of meaning (themes) across a data set” (Braun &               

Clarke, 2012, p. 57). The themes must be relevant for the research question. Furthermore, the               

developed categories must have two aspects. An internal, meaning that they must be meaningful in               

relation to the data, as well as an external, meaning they must be meaningful in relation to other                  

categories (Saunders et al., 2006). Thematic analysis provided a technique in which we could              

categorize a conceptual phrase representing a specific element of our theoretical framework in data              

data (Guest & Macqueen, 2008).  

 

Structural Coding and Sub-Coding  

Following the thematic coding, we started coding according to the categorizations of the forms of               

institutional work. Hence, political action, re-configuring belief systems, alteration of meaning           

systems, adherence to rule systems and re-production of pre-existing norms. We did this since we               

realized that the boundaries between the specific forms of institutional work within these categories              

were challenging to distinguish. In order to better structure our data, it was considered helpful to first                 

take a broad approach to the forms of institutional work. 

 

Following this, the 15 sub-categories of institutional work associated with creation and maintaining             

were utilized as subcodes. Hence focused codes were applied (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015). In relation               

to creating institutions, the first category, political action, was associated with the following             

sub-codes: Advocacy, Defining, Vesting. The second category, re-configuring belief systems, was           

associated with the following sub-codes: Constructing Identities, Changing Normative Assumptions,          

Constructing Normative Networks. The third category, alteration of meaning systems, was associated             

with the following sub-codes: Mimicry, Theorizing and Educating. Relating to work aimed at             

maintaining institutions, the fourth category, adherence to rule systems, the following sub-codes were             

used: Enabling Work, Policing, Deterring. The fifth category, re-production of pre-existing norms,            

Valorizing or Demonizing, Mythologizing and Embedding & Routinizing. This was done in order to              

add nuances to the discussion on the three main concepts, which were to create the structure for                 

analysis. For emerging topics not necessarily fitting into either of the sub categories, we developed               

separate subcodes according to the theme. In case a passage could be categorized as more than one                 

subcode, or even more than one code, these were added to both. This was inevitably taken into                 

consideration, when analysing and discussing the implications of data.  

 

Analysis of RSPO Documents  

The RSPO documents represented in Table 7 are treated as primary data in the analysis. Despite the                 

documents not being produced for the purpose of our data research, we analyzed them with a                
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theoretical lense, transforming it to primary data. Similar to the interviews, the analysis of the data                

from RSPO documents was carried out by using first thematic coding followed by structural coding.               

The same categorizations were applied during this process.  

 

Coding Reliability 

Coding was divided equally between us as researchers. In order to ensure consistency, the same two                

transcriptions were coded by each of us independent from each other. This was followed by a review                 

process, cross-checking whether we had the same perception of the content and ultimately how this               

should be coded. Where disent was present, we came to agreement and aligned future coding               

accordingly. As Figure 7 indicates, the process of thematic coding and structural coding was an               

iterative process. The perception of different codes evolved along with data collection. For the coding               

we applied computer aided qualitative data analysis software. The program we used was NVivo Pro               

12, made available by Copenhagen Business School library.  

 

4.4.2 Secondary Data  

For the secondary the textual data was treated applying elements of content analysis. Content analysis               

can be described as being a relatively “deductive method of analysis, where codes are almost               

predetermined” (Easterby-Smith et al, 2015, p. 239). As the name states it is actively searching for                

content. The codes are systematically searched for within the data and the researcher therefore rely on                

pre-existing theory. Despite the content analysis being an interpretive, qualitative method, it is based              

on a positivist framework potentially making room for a quantitative approach to interpret data.              

However this is not the intention of applying content analysis when treating secondary data in this                

case. We specifically searched for terms such as “ToC”, “Theory of Change” and “Change” in order                

to create a scope for where to investigate further. Hence, looking for the above mentioned terms as a                  

topic for discussion in for instance BoG meetings, GAs or Roundtables. The appearance of the terms                

was paired with topics revolving around them. In this sense we were able to map the connection                 

between the appearance and the people involved in these discussions, which we used for identifying               

potential interviewees as mentioned earlier. 
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4.5 Limitations 

The scope and timeframe for the research naturally act as limitations. Given the time constraint of the                 

research, certain methodological choices were deemed inconvenient. Using mixed methods, meaning           

including quantitative data, could provide insight. Theory of institutional work embedded           

institutionalization is very broad and the risk of analyzing everything and nothing is therefore high.               

Including a quantitative approach to analyzing how forms of institutional work evolve when             

introducing ToC practices, could support and strengthen our arguments. Due to the scope of the thesis,                

we choose not to apply mixed methods.  

 

We furthermore found it challenging to limit the scope of the literature needed for creating the context                 

of the study. As part of the premise of our research includes that the ToC can facilitate various types                   

of IW, we take a very broad stance on the context that this is embedded in. We have chosen to focus                     

on the RSPO as an MSI and framed the ToC as a tool that is introduced based on TBE practices                    

connected to the impact of an MSI.  

 

Given the choice of research design, single case study, it becomes challenging to generalize beyond               

the data. Including general experience from both external consultants as well as individuals from              

ISEAL working with the development of a ToC on a daily basis works as a support to our arguments,                   

and provides a foundation for us to evaluate whether our findings are unique to the context of the                  

RSPO or not. However, due to the single case study nature of our research, we will only be able to                    

provide our insights as indications and will not be able to generalize from it.  

 

The collection of primary data is based on retrospective accounts of events dating back almost four                

years. Some interviewees were challenged in recollecting their memory when it came to the process of                

developing the ToC. Furthermore, it came to our awareness that restructuring in leadership was taking               

place simultaneously, confusing some interviewees. Creating a timeline of the events and thereby             

making an overview of the mechanics, therefore, proved challenging. We did make up for this by                

triangulation of data. Interviewing 21 people involved in the process supported by the various internal               

documents enabled us to construct a valid timeline of events. Furthermore, applying the snowballing              

technique to acquire interviewees has its challenges, as some individuals were less relevant to talk to                

than others. We did, however, run a background check on the individuals prior to the interviewees,                

enabling us to adapt our questions prior to the interviews. In this way, we created the opportunity to                  

retrieve as much information about the perception of the ToC as possible.  
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Finally, throughout the process, the outspread of COVID-19 virus took place in large parts of Europe -                 

including Denmark. Given the serious health consequences of the disease, it heavily impacted the              

society in ways that changed everyday life. Social distancing was required and universities, such as               

the Copenhagen Business School, were consequently closed down. These consequences became more            

serious throughout the writing process. The outspread of COVID-19 affected this study in several              

ways. Firstly, since one of us contracted the virus, and as a result became ill, this slowed down our                   

work. Additionally, the collaboration process between us as researchers changed, as teamwork            

became more difficult as a result of social distancing and closed libraries. Team meetings were               

primarily conducted online, which inevitably made the research process less personal. 
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Chapter 5 - Analysis  

 

The following section presents the results we derived from analyzing our data using Nvivo and               

through contextualizing our findings with the theory and literature we have presented. The             

presentation of our findings is grouped into three sub-chapters. We have identified three temporal              

stages considering the ToC, the initial motivation behind establishing it, and the ToC as both process                

and product and: We will use these distinctions as frames to structure the analysis.  

 

The first stage is concerned with setting the scene and explaining how the interviewed individuals               

interpret the RSPO´s envisioned impact. The data that will provide for this elaboration consists of               

individual perceptions of our interviewees as well as information and descriptions shared by the              

RSPO through their website and official documents. By embedding the ToC in the wider frame of the                 

RSPO´s institutional role, we will carve out the initial ambition behind developing a ToC. Identifying               

the intentionality behind the process will be relevant to categorize elements of it within the framework                

of institutional work. Based on our findings in this chapter, we will argue what forms of institutional                 

work we expect throughout the process of development and implementation of the ToC. This will               

enable us to observe potential shifts in the direction of the institutional work conducted and help                

identify unintended consequences.  

 

The second stage that we identify is the actual process of developing the ToC. The data providing for                  

this section mainly focus on the experiences and impressions that were communicated to us by               

individuals who played a part in the process. These individuals include facilitators, both from the               

RSPO and the involved external consultants, as well as Board Members that were consulted              

repeatedly throughout the process. In this chapter, we illuminate the dynamics that took place during               

the development phase. This will enable us to identify the exercise of different forms of institutional                

work evolving in this phase of development. Additionally, it will allow us to use the RSPO as a case                   

study of the implementation of a ToC following ISEAL guidelines.  

 

Chapter three presents the aftermath of the development process. In this section, we analyze how               

forms of institutional work evolve after ending the development process. The data considered in this               

section include reports and documentation of RSPO activities, such as e.g., the P&C review, the               

Shared Responsibility Task Force and Impact Reports, and also consist of individual accounts on the               

impact the ToC has had on their work and how they have been able to employ the ToC. This will                    
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allow us to identify the forms of institutional work that have been fueled by the decision to endorse                  

the ToC within the RSPO.  

 

5.1 Setting the Scene 

Institutional Roles and the RSPO  

As previously elaborated the RSPO was established based on an initiative by WWF in 2001, primarily                

in response to sustainability concerns driven by NGOs regarding the expansion of palm oil production               

and its detrimental environmental and social impacts (Kruuse, et al., 2019). Early on, the decision was                

made to shape the organization as a roundtable, including seven different stakeholder groups and to               

focus on a certification scheme (Gallemore et al., 2018). The declared goal has been the               

transformation of the palm oil market by making sustainable palm oil the norm. Literature has               

previously described those actors leveraging resources to initiate and implement divergent change as             

institutional entrepreneurs (Battilana et al., 2009). Instead of considering the RSPO as a specific type               

of “institutional worker” and focus on its particular characteristics and the situations producing it              

(Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006) our research focuses on types of institutional work that emerge. We,               

therefore, do not identify the RSPO as some heroic type of institutional entrepreneur but follow the                

discussed notion of Lawrence and Phillips (2019) to consider the institutional entrepreneur as a role               

that the RSPO can take on in the ambition to institutionalize sustainable palm oil.  

 

The RSPO adopting the role of an institutional entrepreneur entails that it is still able to potentially                 

work towards de-institutionalizing practices that are considered to be unsustainable and engage in             

maintenance work that preserves favorable practices. We, therefore, do not neglect the relevance of              

the RSPOs entrepreneurial effort to drive the institutionalization of sustainable palm oil. However we              

do not use this role as primary guide for types of IW we assume to find. Given the notion that roles                     

can change in relation to the institutional arrangement that is targeted, we are able to see the RSPO                  

stepping into e.g. the role as institutional caretaker when engaging in activities that are supposed to                

ensure that the organization preserves its credibility in the eye of internal and external stakeholders.               

However, regarding the set-up of the RSPO as an MSI with its own facilities, we can observe a                  

plurality of institutional roles, which can be adopted at the collective as well as the individual level                 

(Lawrence & Phillips, 2019). While the RSPO self-identifies as an institutional entrepreneur when             

declaring the vision is to “transform the markets by making sustainable palm oil the norm" (RSPO,                

2020, B), the individuals and organizational entities within the RSPO can take on more nuanced roles                

related to this vision and in relation to the MSI as an institution itself.  
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Particularly interesting for us, is the role of the actors in charge of the ToC within the RSPO. One                   

example of this is the Impact and Evaluation Director, who oversees the M&E department, which is                

also where the ToC, as an extension of the ISEAL guidelines from the Impacts Code (ISEAL, 2014) is                  

located. This department is responsible for monitoring and evaluating “the data that we have, or the                

information that we have, to see whether we are on the right track, whether our strategies are                 

working” (Interviewee 1). The first traces of a ToC-like approach at the RSPO that included defining                

the intended change can be traced back to 2013 (Interviewee 20). This is when an Impacts Unit,                 

responsible for monitoring certification impacts, was established within the RSPO as a result of the               

RSPO adopting ISEAL´s Code of Good Practice for Impacts Assessment (Interviewee 20; ISEAL,             

2014). Currently, there is also a role responsible for conducting in-depth evaluation studies at the               

M&E department, collecting research to find out how the system can be improved as a whole                

(Interviewee 1). This research focuses on understanding and determining “the outcomes and impacts             

of RSPO certification and those in violation” (Interviewee 13). Already the focus on monitoring and               

evaluation activities corresponds with a practical-evaluative agency (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998)           

indicating present-oriented intentionality. An effort that is present-oriented, and includes activities that            

defend a structure put in place, such as regulation through a certification scheme can be considered as                 

institutional care-taking or maintenance work. We can, therefore, consider the M&E department as             

taking on the role of an institutional caretaker within the RSPO. 

 

The ToC as Maintenance Equipment  

In order to observe compliance and non-compliance with complex institutions, Institutional caretakers            

can make use of specific maintenance equipment (Lawrence & Phillips, 2019). The ToC, placed in the                

Impact Unit by ISEAL guidelines (ISEAL, 2014) could be considered as a manifestation of              

maintenance equipment, that is employed by the M&E department taking on the role of an               

institutional caretaker within the RSPO. This notion of maintenance equipment aligns with the use of               

TBE to provide ongoing feedback to staff (Weiss, 1997). Identifying the ToC as equipment resonates               

with the suggestion that it can be seen as a product, given that it provides a framework for                  

implementation against which the output and outcome will be measured (ISEAL, 2020, B). The ToC               

is introduced in the Narrative Report, detailing the development phase and the outline of the ToC in                 

written form, by stating that it enabled the RSPO to improve its M&E System by better articulating,                 

managing, and measuring progress towards the vision, and by providing insights into its effectiveness,              

and assessing its long-term impact (RSPO, 2017) As emphasized in the webinar by ISEAL,              

developing a ToC can also provide resources for strategic planning. The way it is introduced in the                 
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first part of the Narrative Report, however, frames the ToC as maintenance equipment, in the sense                

that it supports already existing practices at the RSPO.  

 

One of the consultants, who facilitated the ToC process at the RSPO, mentions “It is not just the                  

changing of how you make change happen, but often, your organization and your process have to                

change to make that change happen” (Interviewee 11). This indicates that the ToC could also be a                 

management tool, facilitating organizational work rather than institutional work. However, already the            

basic Logic Model of a ToC, as discussed by (Dhillon & Vaca, 2018) (Fig. 2), includes the definition                  

of the desired impact, and emphasizes the necessity to develop a sequence of interim outcomes               

required to reach the long-term goals. This directly relates to the entrepreneurial effort of the RSPO to                 

transform the palm oil markets and thus goes beyond the inter-organizational scope.  

 

The Potential of a ToC for MSIs 

The M&E department's primary purpose is to monitor and evaluate the Impact of the RSPO. While we                 

have established the relevance for this activity in relation to maintenance work, we find that the focus                 

on impact is also connected to the nature of the RSPO as an MSI. The set up as an MSI was suggested                      

as one of the main sources for challenges regarding how impact can be achieved, by our interviewees.                 

As one Board Member (Interviewee 7) puts it, “these multi-stakeholder, multi-membership           

organizations” face a challenge when it comes to how fast and how ambitious they can be in their                  

pursuit, without risking to lose members. This resonates with the various demands an MSI faces from                

internal, as well as external stakeholders regarding input and output legitimacy (Mena & Palazzo,              

2012).  

 

Input Legitimacy 

Input criteria, such as stakeholder inclusion and a culture of cooperation and reasonable disagreement              

(Mena & Palazzo, 2012) are indirectly mentioned by several interviewees. One of them specifically              

identifies the RSPO as “this great convener” (Interviewee 15). In a similar notion, Darrell Weber,               

previously CEO of the RSPO acknowledges, that his biggest achievement was having people that              

traditionally would be at opposite sides of an issue sit together and talk (Interviewee 14). He and one                  

of his at-the-time staff members (Interviewee 5) agree, that it is the tension between members from                

different stakeholder groups that creates change. Another input related topic that is connected to the               

effort of establishing a ToC, is the realization, “that all parts of the membership have to play a role to                    

achieve” the goal of transforming the market (Interviewee 20). The potential for addressing input              

related criteria lies in the promise of the ToC that it creates a vision that is shared organization-wide.                  

Whether an organization developing a ToC leverages its “democratizing potential” in creating this             
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agreement depends on the inclusivity of the process and the engagement of the members. In contrast                

to seeing the ToC as maintenance equipment for the M&E department, the notion of creating a shared                 

vision carries future-oriented intentionality and could thus exceed the scope of maintenance. 

 

Output Legitimacy  

Output legitimacy is immediately connected to the potential of the ToC to connect Outputs,              

intermediate Outcomes and the long-term Vision through Pathways (Dhillon & Vaca, 2018) Output             

legitimacy guarantees that the RSPO is implementing the right measures in order to achieve the               

envisioned transformation. In this regard, Interviewee 15 highlights the level of complexity, the RSPO              

has to navigate in its endeavor and challenges based on the growth of the Organization: “It used to be                   

simple in the beginning, now complexity has exploded, and the RSPO tries to please everyone”. This                

is mirrored by the sentiment, that “the RSPO has evolved, and while it has grown, it needs to be                   

reassessed how to translate the mission into specific action.” (Interviewee 7). Considering the ToC as               

that translation highlights the strategic planning premise of the process as suggested by ISEAL, and               

aligns with the second use of TBE in outlining the desired effect of a program (Weiss, 1997). While                  

this could show inefficiencies in the output legitimacy, outlining the strategy with more tangible              

intermediate Outputs and Outcomes, can also increase credibility among internal and external            

stakeholders. How important credibility is, is highlighted by one Secretariat member arguing that the              

“moment the credibility of your standard is what you see in question, that's it.” (Interviewee, 4). The                 

importance legitimacy and credibility have for MSIs, and the fact that several interviewees have              

linked the decision to establish a ToC with effects immediately connected to challenges in those areas,                

such as the need to include all members in the effort, not just the growers (Interviewees 20, 15) and                   

the previously mentioned relevance for showing output legitimacy through the Pathways, implies that             

ToC process particularly resourceful for this type of organization. In this particular situation, however,              

the intention of developing a ToC can also be considered as future-oriented, as it is geared towards the                  

desired impact.  

 

In relation to the function a ToC can have for an MSI, it is also possible to consider it as work                     

conducted by a denotative leader to engender cooperation and consent (Kraatz, 2009). By creating and               

maintaining organizational integrity this enables an organization to win support for achieving the             

projected future. This is mirrored by the argument made by Darrell Weber, CEO at the time of the                  

TOC development, who considers it as “a tool for people to understand your vision” and that it helps                  

to get “the buy-in from members” (Interviewee, 14). The initial idea to establish a ToC at the RSPO                  

did neither originate in the Impact Unit, nor was it required by ISEAL. Instead, it was put forward by                   

the CEO at the time, Darrell Weber (Interviewee 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 14). At the time, the concept was                     
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already promoted by ISEAL, whose board Darrell was a member of as well. (Interviewee 9) As a                 

vehicle for institutional leadership, the ToC again has the potential to facilitate legitimacy-seeking             

behaviours (Kraatz, 2009) that are closely related to the construction of the RSPO as an MSI (Bartley,                 

2007). 

 

The previous elaboration indicates that, while being framed as a tool for M&E within the RSPO, the                 

components of a ToC also make promises for the wider organization. The potential of a ToC for an                  

MSI lies in strengthening input legitimacy through creating a shared vision and through addressing              

output legitimacy by exposing and creating strong links between mission and action. An inclusive              

process and believable pathways can additionally strengthen credibility. Given the initial framing it             

remains to be seen, how and if this potential is exploited.  

 

The Relevance of the Organizational Field  

While we have established the potential use for a ToC as a tool for M&E but also as a leadership or                     

governance tool to increase integrity and legitimacy, there are external factors that impact the set-up.               

While the growth of the RSPO has created challenges for successfully navigating tensions between              

stakeholder groups, there have also been changes in the field of sustainable palm oil that have                

impacted the RSPO and informed the ToC process. 

  

One such event that is mentioned by two long-standing associates of the RSPO (Interviewee 15, 20)                

that heavily impacted the development of the organization in the past is the 2012 P&C review. The                 

interviewee (15) elaborates how at that time, the tension between upstream and downstream RSPO              

members culminated in a “complete mess”. While downstream members and NGOs wanted to             

increase the standard, the growers were not willing to implement stricter measures given that they               

were not able to sell sufficient volumes of the certified Palm Oil they were already producing. Our                 

Interviewee (15) describes the adoption of the revised P&C at the General Assembly in 2013 as a                 

compromise that no one was happy with. “All the brands said, "We're not even going to bother                 

buying RSPO. It's not strong enough." And, the growers are saying, "Well, we're not going to even                 

become certified now because nobody's going to buy it."” (Interviewee 15). Similarly another             

Interviewee (20) states: “What we did in 2013 to 2015, we know that we are not going to transform                   

the market. Hence, the whole concept of changing the RSPO thinking, starting by understanding what               

is our ultimate goal. [...]  Then it triggers down the whole discussion of Theory of Change.”  

 

Instead of the RSPO, who branded companies or consumer goods manufacturers might have “pinned              

their hopes and hung their hats on”, those companies now started creating their own, stronger no                
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deforestation, no peat, no exploitation (NDPE) commitments (Interviewee 15). Competing initiatives           

are mentioned several times. Regarding other initiatives, one Interviewee sees: “[...] the Theory of              

Change activities and that was partly driven by, you know, how do we address those?” (Interviewee 7)                 

Adding that “When you went back to when RSPO first started, it was the only game in town. Now,                   

it's not the only game in town.” (Interviewee 7). One Board Member mentions “there is a lot of                  

collaboration in the palm sector, whether it's within or in between stakeholder groups…” going further               

in considering the sectors as a potential “example for how other commodities can move forward on,                

on the sustainability journey.” (Interviewee 8). The same interviewee, however sees challenges for the              

RSPO as a leading force in the endeavour stating “[...] you already see that it has sort of plateaued”                   

mentioning the 20% percent uptake of RSPOs CSPO in total in the market. Given that less than half                  

of CSPO production is purchased as such in the market, (Ruysschaert et al., 2019) the challenge                

observed by our Interviewees in improving impact, is to be found in increasing demand (Interviewee               

15). While acknowledging that at more than 16% of overall market uptake, the RSPO has moved                

“from early adoption to early mainstream adoption” this has increased the need “to show impact to                

convince people” (Interviewee 14).  

 

The embeddedness of the RSPO within an organizational field has two implications for our research               

and confirms both of the intentionalities that we found in regard to the ToC as Maintenance                

Equipment within the M&E department, as well as in its potential to inform strategic planning               

activities to remain relevant as an MSI. While measuring and showing impact, seems to be a necessity                 

for driving market adoption, there is also the need to readjust to competition in the field. Developing a                  

ToC could therefore also be considered a manifestation of what Zietsma and McKnight (2009)              

identify as co-creation in contested fields. This allows us to consider the IW facilitated by a ToC                 

under the umbrella of a maintenance mechanism put in place to support the creation of the                

institutional arrangement of sustainable palm oil. The creation of this arrangement is supported             

through a collaborative process by ISEAL as a supporter and through competition with other              

arrangements.  

 
 

5.2 The ToC Development Process 
 
The previous section has discussed the RSPO taking on the role as an institutional entrepreneur in                

regard to their mission and it has discussed the Secretariat, particularly the M&E department, as               

taking on the role of institutional caretakers. For both of these characters the ToC holds a different                 

potential. We can already now see that there is a tension between the ToC as maintenance equipment,                 
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as it is introduced, and as a tool for strategic planning. As clarified, “institutional strategy demands                

ability to articulate, sponsor and defend particular practices and organizational forms as legitimate or              

desirable (p. 163 in Leca, Battilana & Boxenbaum, 2006). The complexity of this demand becomes               

evident, when examining the actual process of developing the ToC.  

 

Figure 8: Development Process of the ToC  
Source: Russillo, A., & Holzman, C. (2017) 
 

5.2.1 Overview of the ToC Development Process  
 

Listen & Learn Process  
 

The development of the ToC was based on a multi-phased approach (Figure 8). The first phase of the                  

process entailed what the consultants call a “Listen and Learn” phase (Russillo & Holzman, 2017),               

which was initiated in February 2017. Interviews with volunteers from the Secretariat, Board of              

Governors, as well as members of working groups and task forces were conducted. Aside from               

understanding the RSPO system better and engaging with stakeholders, the intended outcome of this              

phase from the side of the consultants was threefold (Russillo & Holzman, 2017). Firstly, surfacing               

the mission and goals of the organization including the underlying assumptions embedded in these,              

was one aim. Secondly, understanding existing and future activities potentially enabling successful            

implementation, and thirdly, visioning the possible impacts of this implementation. In terms of             

outcome of the first phase, the most important finding was the realization that “in order to transform                 

the palm oil market, RSPO needs to first transform itself” (Russillo & Holzman, 2017, p. 2).  

  

In terms of output of this interview process, the main result was a preliminary structure of a ToC                  

formulated by the consultants. This was based on the analysis on Strengths, Weaknesses,             

Opportunities and Challenges (SWOC) carried out by the consultants as a result of the 56 interviews.                
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The ToC was therefore placed in the hands of the consultants during this first phase of the                 

development. The so-called strawman was to be elaborated on and revised in the second phase (Figure                

8), where workshops were held within the Secretariat as well as among the Board of Governors. 

 
 

Dispute during Workshops 
  

Initially a “draft workshop” was held only directed at the secretariat. Other departments within the               

secretariat were involved to the extent that they were asked to connect the current P&C with the ToC                  

(Interviewee 16). This was the case for both the Strategy and the Standard Development Department.               

Since this was perceived as an important and strategic matter, the Board expressed a wish to                

participate in a similar workshop. A roadshow of workshops was held. Among others, a full-day               

workshop with the entire Board of Governors was held mid-way (Interviewee 6). The intended              

outcome of these workshops was to elaborate on every step placed in the ToC. Inviting a group of                  

board members to clarify and elaborate on the different steps of the ToC, the secretariat included the                 

members that had been in the organization the longest. This was based on the expectation that these                 

individuals had a shared agreement of the underlying meaning of different terms (Interviewee 1). The               

purpose was to include the right understanding of the terms, when creating the causal chains               

underlying the simplified version of the ToC.  

 

The process evolved differently from the initial expectations, as the process turned out to be heavily                

impacted by dispute on the meanings of different terms. While the process of finalizing was initially                

planned after ending the workshops in April 2017, the phase of elaborating and developing the               

detailed ToC was extended by two months until June 2017. During the workshops, which were taking                

place to unpack the vision and elaborate on the ToC, the board members involved came to a                 

realization that they were “using the same words but not meaning the same thing” (Interviewee 11).                

The Board of Governors had to unpack the terms carefully in order to arrive at the precision of what                   

was agreed upon, and how to understand this. Consequently, the ToC process was paused due to a                 

realization from the board that they “want to be involved in this [...] — we have to set those end                    

goals.” (Interviewee 11). Due to disputes concerning a common understanding of the vision of the               

RSPO, additional workshops were held with the purpose of aligning the understanding of the vision               

already agreed upon.  

 
Conditional Endorsement  
 

The last phase included a progress update, which resulted in a sub-group to be formed in order to                  

unpack the vision. The ToC was furthermore revised at the European Roundtable. A discussion on               
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commensurate effort resulted in a conclusion emphasizing the importance of all stakeholders            

contributing to the RSPO vision. Furthermore, it was deemed essential to understand the role and the                

specific contribution of each stakeholder group to the shared vision (BoG, June, 2017). All the agreed                

concepts (i.e. Market, Sustainable, Norm and Commensurate Effort) were endorsed by the BoG. Since              

the term “commensurate effort” entailed negative connotations within the organization, this concept            

was later renamed Shared Responsibilities (Interviewee 11). The first draft of the ToC was shared               

with all board members by the end of July 2017 for endorsement purposes.  

  

Finally, the ToC was conditionally endorsed at the BoG meeting in September 2017 (BoG, Sep.               

2017). One condition behind the endorsement was the expectation that a process to elaborate and               

unpack the Shared Responsibility would be initiated. More specifically, the Impacts Division together             

with the consultants needed to showcase how and where commensurate effort was addressed in the               

ToC (BoG, Sep. 2017, p. 3). Furthermore, the Board concluded that metrics were to be incorporated                

“with the right set of KPIs and generate data which is measurable and meaningful” (p.3). This we will                  

elaborate on in chapter three.  

 

5.2.2 Perceptions of the Theory of Change  

 

The following subsection introduces our findings on the experiences and reflections made by the              

interviewees upon the nature of the ToC and how it contributes to the RSPO. Part of our ambition in                   

carving out these perceptions of individuals involved in the process as well as spectators, is to                

compare it with the premises of a ToC which we have developed in the first section. Another part is                   

that we see a potential for these perceptions to indicate tensions and misinterpretations. As the ToC                

has been established for almost three years at the time that we are conducting our research, we                 

acknowledge the retrospective nature of the statements made. However we assume that it will be               

possible to deduct from the interviews, whether a change of mind occurred during the development               

phase ranging from January 2017 until September 2017 and also how the outcome of the ToC                

measures against initial expectations. Primary focus for this data is on individuals that were consulted               

by the Consultants during the development phase of the ToC. 

 

Board vs. Secretariat  

Perceptions of the ToC process seemed to vary significantly depending on whether board members or               

members of the secretariat were being consulted. This might portray the fact that, at the time of                 

conducting our research, the RSPO´s BoG is non-executive (Appendix 2) , and as such is involved in                 
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overall strategy work, but not in tactical or operational matters. According to one of our Interviewees                

(8) this is a governance structure that has changed: “when I joined, it was no longer the executive                  

board, but we changed to a board of governors”. Previously executive power had been installed in the                 

Board, that consist of representations of all stakeholder groups. In the current set-up, this executive               

power is installed in the Secretariat, which therefore also influences the way strategic activities are               

carried out. The issue of governance is linked with the ToC process by several interviewees (8, 11,                 

21).  

 

First of all it is mentioned as a prerequisite for the ToC process: “...good governance and good                 

working governance at the Board level is crucial to devising a theory of change because you have to                  

make compromises and realize that there are things you can control and things you can't control.”                

(Interviewee 12). Shortcomings are mentioned by another Interviewee (8). Given that the executive             

power now lies with the Secretariat, the Board Member argues that a strong “Secretariat is key to the                  

survival or the, the benefit of RSPO” but observes a lack of balance as “what the Secretariat needs to                   

enforce and execute”, does not always match “the big mouth of the companies and the NGOs”                

(Interviewee 8). However, one of the consultants states that “There was a governance review              

happening at the same time, so they were aware of shortcomings” (Interviewee 12). One of our                

interviewees even mentions the revision of the governance structure as part of the ToC processes,               

which shows the parallelism of these events (Interviewee 9). The second aspect, the ongoing revision               

of the governance structure indicates that the RSPO might have been in a time of particular upheaval                 

already, when introducing the ToC process. This could pave the way for leveraging the ToC´s full                

potential of informing strategic planning activities and rather facilitating creating work than being             

maintenance equipment.  

 

Following this logic, the ToC might take on a bigger scope than initially planned when introducing it                 

as a tool to measure impact. This potential change in the perception of the ToC is mirrored by the                   

statement that it was initially anticipated “that the board would be rather dismissive of the process,                

[which] turned out to be wrong” (Interviewee 12). It was expected that, for the Listen & Learn report,                  

the blue-print of the ToC, the consultants would do approximately 10 interviews, which was exceeded               

to their surprise when they got a list of at least 30. This led to the realization that “there were people                     

that were in the organization clamoring for this” (Interviewee 12). Similarly one of the consultants               

observed that after they had done a draft workshop with the secretariat, “the board got wind of it, and                   

the board were like, “Hey, hold it. This is really important and strategic, and we also want a                  

workshop.” (Interviewee 11). The involvement of the board is then referred to as the reason that the                 

ToC process became more comprehensive and grew in scope (Interviewee 11, 12). As the ToC               
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includes unpacking the vision, the realization that there were vastly different understandings of what              

“making sustainable palm oil the norm” means in reality, lead to a lot of conversations (Interviewee 9,                 

11, 12, ) Tensions in those “talking shops” (Interviewee 9) that arise from the set up as an MSI with                    

vastly different stakeholder groups, where alleviated by using subgroups “where people really rolled             

up their sleeves and worked collaboratively together more constructively.” (Interviewee 12). 

 

The Concept Itself  

The previous section has established that there was a change in the perception of the scope that the                  

ToC would entail. Our findings also suggest the existence of different understandings of the ToC as a                 

concept. One view is perceiving the ToC as an exercise, others see it as a strategic tool, yet another                   

view entails viewing the ToC as an evolving process while many also explicitly state that it is not a                   

product. The process vs. product division mirrors the way ISEAL introduces the ToC (ISEAL, 2014).               

We find that the conceptualization of the ToC depends on the specific involvement of the individual                

with the RSPO and whether they can employ the ToC in their work after its endorsement.  

 

Framing the ToC as an exercise was observed frequently among members who were a part of the                 

consultation process (Interviewee 1,5,9). One member of the M&E department perceived the process             

as a long exercise, while the ToC is considered an outcome of that process. (Interviewee 1). This                 

perception explains our division of analysing IW in the development phase and in the aftermath               

separately. While the development phase, here identified as an exercise, relates mostly to the ToC as a                 

process, the outcome of that process would then be the product. However, there is another way of                 

grasping the product vs. product divide. Several interviewees strongly emphasized an understanding            

that the ToC is an iterative process, both in terms of the initial development of the document as well                   

as a concept. The process of “making [...] complexity visible in itself” (Interviewee 6) was probably                

even more valuable than the resulting picture. Another statement supporting this view is that the ToC                

is not a static document, but “it will improve over time” (Interviewee 13). This perception is                

underscored by ISEAL members we spoke to, as well as the consultants who agree, that the point of                  

developing a ToC is to initiate an agreement on the different constituents involved (Interviewee 11,               

12, 18, 21). 

 

The ToC and Leadership 

Another staff member emphasized the impact of the leadership arguing that they knew that “the               

leadership was top down, so the theory of change was taken as an exercise that, [...] the leadership                  

would have decided to do” (Interviewee 5). The same Secretariat member argues, that since the ToC                

was perceived as mapping exercise, the board of governors felt comfortable with participating in the               
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development. As Darrell Weber puts it “ there is no use of you having a wonderful dream of the                   

future, when there’s no tools for people to understand your vision” (Interviewee 14). This perception               

of the ToC aligns with the introduction of it as a tool that supports already-in-place mechanisms. We                 

can therefore assume that the expectation regarding the IW it would enail was geared towards               

institutional maintenance. This is supported by the notion that mapping out current activities suggest a               

reinforcing characteristic. Similarly, mapping out cross-departmental connections supports the idea          

that the practices of the ToC evolve around already existing activities, hence reinforcing existing              

organizational structures. This presents a tension with the previous elaboration of a change in the               

scope of the ToC, particularly because there was a re-assessment of organizational structures             

happening.  

  

One interviewee from the secretariat expressed that was “a good process for the leadership to really                

map out the connections between different departments and opportunities and risks [...] and take a step                

back and look at things from a bird’s-eye view, […] with a strategic view” (Interviewee 5). This                 

perspective goes beyond the idea of developing a ToC as a mere exercise, and acknowledges its value                 

for strategic purposes within the overall organization by emphasizing a larger role of the end-result.               

Supporting this view, a board member was of the opinion that it “opened the book for many people                  

that it was not just a technocratic exercise of establishing certification and making sure that stamp                

could be put […] on the piece of paper.” (Interviewee 6).  

 

Summary 

We can observe that there are different conceptualizations of the ToC that can exist simultaneously               

without being mutually exclusive. The process vs. product divide however is not as clear as it appears.                 

While the ToC as a product often refers to the outcome of the development as an exercise, it does not                    

have to be a finished product, and can induce the uptake of other activities. Whether it is considered a                   

mapping exercise of already existing structures to generate clarity in the shape of e.g. a tool for M&E                  

or an exercise that asks more substantial questions that can inform strategic planning, decides the kind                

of IW that is embedded in it. Especially the perception of the ToC as a process, being dynamic and                   

continuously improving, suggest activities that are geared at transforming and establishing structures,            

thus facilitating entrepreneurial IW. 

 

5.2.3 Forms of Institutional Work facilitated in the development process of ToC 
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Primarily, two forms of institutional work relating to creating institutions were identified within the              

development process of the ToC, namelig Theorizing and Changing Normative Associations.           

Additionally, elements of Mimicry were identified.  

 
Theorizing  
 

The concept of a ToC in itself can be identified as Theorizing. This form of institutional work is                  

associated with creating institutions according to Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) and entails an             

elaboration on chains of cause and effect, as well as working around abstract categories. As               

mentioned, the purpose of developing the ToC is to create the foundation for TBE. As one interview                 

puts it “the Theory of Change is a very high-level thing. […] it's very brief, but what underlies it is                    

[…] a very detailed course of change” (Interviewee 13). This is evident in the Narrative Report and                 

the visual presentation of the ToC (Appendix 1), in which an elaboration of the causal chains is                 

presented. This was needed for the secretariat, more specifically the M&E department, to enable              

correct measurement of the impact of the RSPO. 

 

According to Weiss (1997) the rarely articulated conceptual foundations of actions establishes the             

need for evaluators to make implicit assumptions explicit in order to be able to operationalize them.                

The anticipated impact was that the ToC would assist in realizing what impact the organization               

wanted to measure, consequently enabling increased buy-in from members (Interviewee 14). The            

M&E department therefore needed a sound ToC to guide the monitoring and evaluation of impact               

(Interviewee 1). Hence, engaging in ToC practices was especially motivated by the effect of TBE on                

showing impact. Elements of the RSPO system became visible bringing to attention the purpose of               

different activities going on, relating to for instance certification. One respondent expressed that “the              

cohesion of things became more clear. [...] Why try and resolve complaints? I think, for many,                

elements of the RSPO system became visible, which before were not, or even gaps became invisible                

that needed attention” (Interviewee 6). Hence, not only mapping out efforts supporting the vision of               

making sustainable palm oil the norm, but also the purpose and underlying assumptions of these               

efforts. 

 

The activities seem to be based on cognitive effort, which is reflected several times during the                

workshops and discussions that took place from April to June 2017. The development of the ToC                

offered the opportunity to question the taken-for-granted routines and the underlying assumptions.            

One interviewee recalled a meeting where the board of governors were asked to verify and confirm                

the draft of the ToC, resulting in a discussion raising a lot of “very fundamental questions”                

(Interviewee 6). Evidently, this underscores the nature of theorizing in contributing to the alteration of               
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meanings systems as argued by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006). Similarly, the conversations in the              

workshops were referred to as being very “mental” (Interviewee 1). The respondent emphasized an              

observation among the board members, made while evaluating the process. Several of the board              

members expressed that the conversations required a large amount of thinking in order to make clear                

what was actually meant by different terminologies.  

 

The cognitive processes involved in the process of theorizing seem future-oriented, as the elaboration              

of causal chains effects and the assumption of commitment and responsibilities of different members              

within the RSPO is based on “hypothesizing of experience” (Lawrence et al., 2009, p.12). As one                

respondent explains, “ [...] one of the values of the theory of change is instead, when you approach it                   

as a design process, [you] can go back through your pathways and not give responses based on what                  

you’re currently doing but based on what you think you should be doing” (Interviewee 5). In this                 

sense, thoughts and actions are creatively reorganized to fit with the vision of making sustainable               

palm oil the norm. Hence, introducing a notion of goal-directed intentionality.  

 

Additionally, our findings suggest a difference between the intended outcome depending on the role              

of the interviewee. This difference becomes obvious when distinguishing between the group of board              

members and the members of the secretariat. The intentions are reflected in the different perceptions               

of the ToC. Given a more extensive knowledge about the ISEAL guidelines, individuals in the M&E                

department, and the secretariat in general, seemed to be more aware of the consequences of initiating                

discussions on the ToC. Despite not anticipating the scope of the discussions, expectations at least               

partly matched reality.  

Among the board members on the other hand expectations shifted during the process. As elaborated               

on the board members perceived the ToC as a mapping exercise. As one respondent explains “ people                 

thought that it was a mapping of what was currently happening,[...] or a picture of what was currently                  

happening” (Interviewee 5). Seemingly, the cognitive processes required for this kind of mapping             

exercise of existing practice would tend to be past-oriented, in the sense that the intention was based                 

on habitual action. As expectations shifted, due the realization dispute among the board members, the               

cognitive processes and consequently the intentionality shifted as well. Realizing the lack of             

alignment between the board members seemingly caused a shift towards more present- and             

future-oriented cognitive processes. Hence, moving from a notion of maintaining efforts to efforts             

aiming at creating the institution of sustainable palm oil. This also includes an element of a trojan                 

horse, which we will return to later.  

 
Changing Normative Associations  
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The reason for an extensive involvement of the Board of Governors was evidently based on disputes                

regarding the underlying assumptions of the terms within the ToC-draft. As one respondent recalls,              

“different stakeholders have different perspectives of […] what sustainability in the palm oil industry              

means” (Interviewee 13). This mis-alignment of perspectives was stressed by several respondents            

(Interviewee 1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 20) emphasizing that during the ToC discussions, board members                 

had “different understandings of their own vision” (Interviewee 20). This was further elaborated as              

the process of developing the ToC “revealed that there was [...] a range of different understandings                

and actually conflicting understandings” (Interviewee 6). The reason for this mis-alignment was based             

on varying underlying assumptions associated with different concepts. “There [was] a need to             

streamline everybody in trying to get to where we are today” (Interviewee 20). Consensus-building              

was therefore needed in order to progress in the development of the ToC.  

 
The approach to manage this tension was by means of in-depth group discussions taking place during                

workshops. An iterative approach to terminology was applied, referring to the process of going back               

and forth between concepts in order to break down the meaning of the concepts in isolation, as well as                   

establish a common understanding of the terms in relation to other concepts. One interviewee              

elaborated; “We have to go back and ask [...] our board members ‘What do you mean, when you say                   

‘transform the market’? [...]. ‘Sustainable palm oil—what is the definition of ‘sustainable palm oil’?              

[...], ‘What’s the meaning of ‘sustainable’ to them?” (Interviewee 1). These efforts can be identified as                

Changing Normative Associations, also a form of IW enabling the creation of institutions. This relates               

to the re-configuration of belief systems, as this form of work questions taken for granted assumptions                

and aims at re-establishing connection between practices and the moral foundations of these practices              

(Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). The discussions evolved primarily around the terms Norm, Market,             

Sustainability and Commensurate Effort (BoG, June 2017).  

 

The iterative approach to terminology did not change the terms used when developing the ToC, but it                 

changed the underlying meaning (Interviewee 1 & 11). As mentioned, the terms “market”, “norm”,              

“sustainable palm oil” and “commensurate effort” were central concepts in these discussions.            

Breaking down these terms made it clear that “everyone held different dreams and visions”              

(Interviewee 4). Despite the board members articulating the dream using the same terminology, the              

expressions were not referring to the same underlying assumptions. For instance, the idea associated              

with sustainable palm oil becoming a norm, proved flawed among the board members. One              

interviewee recalls questions asked during the discussions; “what does norm means? Does norm mean              

[…] a specific tipping point? Is it 45 percent? [..] Is it 90 percent? Is it not even a percentage?”                    

(Interviewee 11). These assumptions were questioned and carefully unpacked. Most significant was            

the agreement among the board members on what the concept of “sustainable palm oil” actually               
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entailed (Interviewee 11). For some individuals these discussions reconfirmed their assumptions, but            

for others the ToC added a new ambition-level (Interviewee 6) and in that way changed normative                

associations. 

 

Despite not anticipating the scope of the discussions, the process of developing the ToC seemed to be                 

characterized by a certain willingness of the board members to change their minds and to corporate                

despite disagreements on some areas (Interviewee 5). This work is highly based on cognitive effort,               

which is underscored by several of our interviews e.g. that the ToC added value beyond the                

theoretical, strategic advantage of having a ToC, there is also added value “to the thinking and                

development of decisions” (Interviewee 10). This showcases very well on a micro-level how changing              

normative associations can be applied to align multiple stakeholders to create a common             

understanding of a shared vision. Since the RSPO employs consensus-based decision making, the             

benefit of aligning everyone’s normative associations among other things lies in that it enables              

smoother decision-making processes. This is according to a former ISEAL employee the greatest             

value the ToC brings (Interviewee 18). According to a board member “the discussion process, the               

understanding became clearer and more consensus, and understanding among the board members.            

Hence, [...] the priority discussion among the board today is much more focused” (Interviewee 20).  

 

Whether this form of institutional work was applied intentionally depends on the role of the               

interviewee in the process. According to the consultants facilitating the development, the process is              

supposed to ask questions and questions assumptions (Interviewee 11 & 12). This is supported by               

individuals from the impact department from ISEAL, which is where the ToC as a guideline is located                 

(Interviewee 18 & 21). Due to the knowledge of ToC as an ISEAL practice from the secretariat more                  

specifically the M&E department, the conversations on what it means to make sustainable palm oil the                

norm were partly anticipated. A secretariat member expressed not realizing before initiating the ToC              

development that “our board was not really on the same page when it comes to our vision”                 

(Interviewee 1). The fact that it demanded a time-out in the process of developing the ToC and                 

various conversations on the terms were unexpected. This was not something that was anticipated              

from the beginning, neither from the consultant’s side nor the secretariat. The outcome of the three                

months extension was a terminology with a shared common understanding of the underlying             

assumptions used when formulating the ToC.  

 
 

Mimicry  
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In addition we identified elements of a third form of institutional work related to creating a ToC,                 

namely Mimicry. As elaborated Mimicry refers to associating new with pre-existing practices,            

consequently easing the adoption of these new practices. Mimicry is the fact that the ToC is built on                  

already existing RSPO structures. In that sense mimicry takes place on an organizational level. The               

development of the ToC has not completely transformed the work carried out by the RSPO, but has                 

improved existing structures as well as introduced new ways of perceiving the RSPO as an               

organization. This will be elaborated in the next chapter. As one interviewee puts it the development                

of the ToC “is a combination of backwards thinking and things that are already there - so it is a middle                     

thing” (Interviewee 18). This was supported by another respondent, stating that “[...] a lot of standards                

existed before they had a Theory of Change” (Interviewee 1).  

 

In relation to the ToC, the effort associated with Mimicry can be described as cognitive effort. The                 

content of the ToC document is mimicrying already existing practices and structures with the RSPO.               

However, during the development of the ToC ways of improving the existing structures were              

incorporated into the ToC. This can for instance be seen in the way the ToC incorporates the role of                   

the RSPO to be a certification standard, but extends the responsibility in assuming additional roles               

such as an engagement platform as well as a thought leader in palm oil sustainability. The cognitive                 

processes describing this effort in relation to the mimicry can therefore be characterized by both               

schematization and hypothesizing. The familiarity with underlying structures reactivates patterns of           

thought by the members. Hence, consciously selecting and relying on routines. Identifying mimicry             

indirectly states that the ToC facilitated entrepreneurial efforts creating an institution of sustainable             

palm oil becoming the norm.  

 

Conclusive Considerations for the second phase of the process  
 
Within this phase we identified three forms of IW, namely Theorizing, Changing Normative             

Associations and elements of Mimicry. Whereas Theorizing and Mimicry are both considered to be              

contributing to the alteration of meaning systems, Changing Normative Associations are related to the              

alteration of belief systems (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). From a theoretical perspective however,             

the common denominator for these three forms of IW is the contribution to creating institutions. All                

three forms of IW are based on cognitive effort, but associated with different cognitive processes,               

defining the intentionality of the efforts. Most significantly in this regard, was the shift in the                

cognitive processes for the board members from being based on schematization to being rather              

present- and future-oriented.  
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5.3 The ToC Facilitating Institutional Work Post-Endorsement 

The third chapter of the analysis is focussing on the period after the endorsement of the ToC. It                  

revolves around the implementation of the ToC practices, and the aftermath of the process of               

developing the ToC analysed in phase two. We found two main Institutional Work categories in this                

phase, namely Constructing Identities and Embedding & Routinizing. Furthermore, we found           

elements of other institutional work categories such as Defining and Enabling Work. 

 

5.3.1. Constructing Identities   
 

Evolving in the aftermath of introducing ToC practices we identified Constructing Identities. The             

presence of this form of institutional work is identified at two levels. One is at stakeholder group                 

level, and the second is at MSI level. This is underscored by the realization mentioned earlier, that                 

“in order to transform the palm oil market, RSPO needs to first transform itself” (Russillo &                

Holzman, 2017, p. 2). The RSPO and its members took part in identity construction at two levels.                 

First, the Shared Responsibility development, which was initiated in this specific fashion as a result of                

the endorsement of the ToC, resulted in identity work at what we refer to as stakeholder-group level.                 

Furthermore, the enlarged role of the RSPO, as elaborated on in the ToC, represents identity work for                 

the RSPO as one unity. Constructing Identities is associated with the re-configuration of belief              

systems. This kind of work is usually related to the construction of the transformation of specific                

professions. However, in this context, the identities partly belong to members of the seven different               

stakeholder groups defining RSPO, partly to the RSPO as an MSI. Since the essence of Constructing                

Identities is the defined relationship between the actor and the field in which the actor operates, we                 

identify this as an evolving form of institutional work as a consequence of engaging in ToC processes.  

 
Shared Responsibilities  

During the process of developing the ToC the discussions revolved around commensurate effort of the               

members of RSPO. As mentioned, the terminology had a negative connotation in that it represented a                

notion of the work done being a burden (Interviewee 11). These discussions were based on the need                 

for everyone to act and take the right responsibility in making sustainable palm oil the norm. The                 

overall objective for the Shared Responsibilities (SR) is to provide a set of reporting indicators for                

each non-producing category, since the P&Cs are developed for the producing members. The board              

members found that the term “Shared Responsibilities” was more appropriate to apply, as it              

introduced more positive connotations (Interviewee 11). The discussion on SR is based on the urgency               
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for “shared commitment through shared responsibility and accountability” (RSPO, 2019, p. 3). This             

urgency is showcased in the underlying assumption of the ToC, that near and medium term market                

intervention is needed, together with accountability for buyers to procure sustainable palm oil (RSPO,              

2019). 

 

Based on the ToC the role of different member categories where “specific requirements may vary               

from one member category to the next, reflecting the unique roles of different member categories”               

(RSPO, 2019, p. 7), indicating that despite shared outcome, different actions of the members are               

required depending on membership categories. As one interviewee states, SR is not only directing              

attention towards responsibility, but also emphasizes accountability to one another (Interviewee 11).            

The emphasis on accountability highlights the relationship and the dependency between the different             

stakeholder groups. The roles of each membership category has been carefully defined and elaborated              

on in the SR-Report, which arguably contribute to identity formation in that these roles enable               

explaining the relationship between the specific member and the field of sustainable palm oil              

dominated by the RSPO.  

 

A SR task force was created in March 2019 with the purpose of determining and making explicit what                  

shared responsibilities mean and developing recommendations for accountabilities. Although the          

individual member categories do not as such receive a new label as a result of the ToC, there are                   

strong indications that the identity work evolves in the aftermath of the ToC endorsement. According               

to one interviewee, conceptualizing SR in this format is a unique feature of RSPO, which is                

underscored by appointing the organization the role as a pioneer in this regard (Interviewee 18). This                

is supported by another respondent explaining that “The Shared Responsibility project is the first kind               

in the standards' world and there is no other framework which we can learn from or refer to”                  

(Interviewee 1).  

 
Effort  

The construction of identities in this case is based on both cognitive and normative effort. Cognitive                

effort, we argue, is based on the discussions on terminology evolving around the SR because it                

involved reflexive thoughts questioning the underlying assumptions of what the term “shared            

responsibilities” actually entail. One of the consultants on the process explained that “all of a sudden,                

everybody started saying, ‘my assumption is that it is their responsibility, because they are the end                

ones, and they have to pull it [...] I’m just the middle person’” (Interviewee 11). In addition she                  

elaborated that “[they had] to be revisiting [their] assumptions, and that is what we are doing with                 

shared responsibility” (Interviewee 11). Revisiting assumptions heavily indicates the normative nature           
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of the effort. We could even observe regulatory efforts, given that a task force was established and in                  

that sense resources were distributed in order to carry out this work.  

 

Cognitive Processes 

In terms of cognitive processes there seems to be characteristics of hypothesizing and             

contextualization present. Contextualization shows that the assumptions behind what various board           

members understood regarding their specific responsibility was questioned. This triggered a great            

amount of reflections on specifically pragmatic requirements, as these reflections revolved around            

who was responsible for i.e. guaranteeing market uptake. According to one interviewee, the             

discussions evolved around “the targets and not so much about the language used” (Interviewee 8).               

These present-oriented cognitive processes were present in order to deal with ambiguities and             

dilemmas presented by the lack of market uptake addressed in the shared responsibilities.             

Simultaneously, hypoteziation processes also seem to be present, which is reflected in            

re-configuration of existing understandings and expectations. Future actions are creatively reorganized           

to desires for the futures (Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009) in this case to drive market uptake to a                  

favorable level. 

 

 

Roles of the RSPO  
 

As pointed at in the elaboration of Mimicry, the role of the RSPO as an MSI was taken up to                    

consideration, during the development of the ToC. As one respondent acknowledges, the role of              

organization changes with time (Interviewee 6). This is reflected in the ToC in that the three roles of                  

the RSPO in driving change, have been explicitly stated. Arguably, reconstructing and expanding the              

role of the RSPO was triggered by the efforts relating to theorizing.  

 

 
 
Figure 8: Roles of the RSPO (Narrative Report, p.9) 
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The first role outlined in the ToC represents the RSPO as a Standard System. This role entails the                  

responsibility to facilitate and provide “tools and services to drive sustainability of production,             

processing, trading and the use of palm oil” (RSPO, 2019, p. 4). It has been at the core of the work                     

since the inception of the RSPO. The second role is that of an engagement platform. The RSPO is to                   

be perceived as a convener supporting the scale of sector solutions, which is to happen “through                

collective action on critical issues and local priorities through facilitating bilateral and multilateral             

dialogue actions” (p. 4). Hence, this platform is supposed to be a “go-to” for stakeholders searching                

for knowledge, tools and guidance in relation to sustainable palm oil. Finally the third role sees RSPO                 

as a leader in sector sustainability, and thereby assuming the role of leading sector transformation, and                

being the catalyst for change. All three roles are characterized by entrepreneurial activities aiming at               

creating an institution around sustainable practices relating to palm oil activities. This elaboration             

directly relates to what we have established about institutional roles in the beginning of this chapter.                

Particularly the role as a Standard System allows to see dualities of roles within the RSPO. Elements                 

within the organization will need to take on the role as institutional caretaker to supplement and                

support through Enabling work or by Embedding and routinizing. This role is mostly applicable to               

departments of the Secretariat.  

 

Reflecting on the three roles being the starting point on the theory of change map, one respondent                 

explains that “articulating those, were [...] like an organizational shift that [...] gave them [read: the                

board members of the RSPO] a little bit more confidence and power that they are not just there to                   

write P&Cs” (Interviewee 12). Although being of the opinion that the ToC is simply formalizing what                

was already taking place, referring to the RSPO embracing elements exceeding certification, another             

respondent states that “It's not just about certification, but it's exploring and discussing any avenues               

that will lead to make sustainable palm oil the norm, which is [...] the vision” (Interviewee 15). This                  

arguably supports the notion that the RSPO engaged in reconstructing their identity. This is based on                

the perceived intentionality underlying creating the three different roles. This can be perceived as a               

way of re-organizing both thoughts and the resulting actions in a way responds to the current demands                 

and ambiguities, but also reflects the vision of making sustainable palm oil the norm.  

 

Conclusive consideration of Constructing Identities 
 

Both concepts are very much driven by the potential effect it will have in the future. This                 

re-construction of identities by assuming new roles is showcased by the articulation of the SR. As one                 

respondent puts it; “it is very clear what are the roles of the RSPO and they are sustainability                  
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leadership, engagement platform and standard system” (Interviewee 1). We argue that this identity             

construction is based on cognitive processes that are both present- and future oriented. 

 

5.3.2. Embedding and Routinizing  
 

Another form of institutional work of which elements can be identified facilitated by the ToC               

practices is Embedding and Routinizing. This form of work involves efforts to actively infuse              

“normative foundations of specific institutions into participants’ day-to-day routines of organizational           

practices” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p. 233). This form of IW aims at reproducing pre-existing               

norms. We are able to identify these efforts in two ways. One way is in relation to the recently                   

reviewed P&C. The other way concerns the research activities carried out inside the RSPO.  

 
Review of P&C 2018 

 

Embedding and Routinizing arguably takes place when considering the development of the P&C             

2018, holding the purpose of guiding certification. Since ToC as the finished narrative document              

portrays the pathways supporting the vision of making sustainable palm oil the norm, the effort of                

incorporating the ToC into both P&C, can be understood as an effort of maintaining an institution.                

Following Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) “institutions are stabilized and thus maintained by the             

influence of embedded routines and the repetition of practices”. According to one respondent “The              

ToC works as the backbone of the P&C 2018” (Interviewee 1). This is also highlighted in the actual                  

P&C 2018, showcasing how the P&Cs are aligned with the content of ToC (RSPO, 2018, A). One                 

respondent emphasizes that “with the framework [read: ToC] it became much easier in the last review                

[of the P&C] to determine criteria that made most sense” (Interviewee 6).  

 
Directing attention to features of work aiming at maintaining institutions, these include support,             

repairment and re-creation of the mechanisms that ensure compliance with existing institutions            

(Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006). The mechanisms that ensure compliance with certification standards            

are based on the P&C (RSPO, 2018, A). The ToC as a tool works as the backbone and thereby                   

supports the development of the P&C. As the Theory of Change process was ending, the RSPO was                 

working on revising their principles and criteria, so their standards, and one of the goals had been to                  

make it more outcome-focused or oriented towards the Theory of Change.” (Interviewee 11). One              

respondent elaborates that “the first step is [...] to look at the ToC. What are the final outcomes that                   

we want to see that how this element could fit into our p and c because, if you look at it, the timelines                       

are somehow conditionally configured with our p and c results. (Interviewee 16). Hence, any changes               
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made in the ToC inevitably also triggers changes in the P&C, when reviewed. The respondent further                

elaborates that in order to prioritise, a matrix was cut for the P&C, in order to identify what “kind of                    

data or what kind of matrix, we want to collect by the auditors. So that’s where we start to put it [the                      

ToC] in” (Interviewee 16). This is indicated by one respondent explaining that “Theory of Change is                

there and [it is] great, but it is not a static document. It will improve over time, [...] that is the role of                       

the research [...] to peak back and say that this is not working. We need to improve on this”                   

(Interviewee 13).  

 
Research  

 
Another way of identifying the effort of Embedding and Routinizing is by considering the work               

carried out by the research department within the secretariat. According to one respondent employed              

in the research department, everything that is done follows very closely with the ToC (Interviewee               

13). This is portrayed in the research agenda developed by this department, designed and put out for                 

the public to communicate which topics the RSPO most find most essential and would wish to have                 

investigated further (RSPO Research Agenda, 2020). It is further elaborated that “Everything            

questions that you see on the research agenda is geared to the Theory of Change, because my role at                   

the RSPO is to understand better we are actually delivering the intended output [and ] outcome”                

(Interviewee 13).  

 
Since 2018, the RSPO has refined our reporting to “reflect our performance against the strategies               

defined in our Theory of Change (ToC) framework” (Impact 2019, p. 2). This way of incorporating                

the ToC supports the role of the secretariat characterized as an institutional caretaker. “We have a                

strategy. That's what the Secretariat is doing [...] my role here is to determine or rather employ all                  

these strategies. Now are we delivering these outcomes in our cause, as per mentioned in the Theory                 

of Change?” (Interviewee 13). This is among other reasons based on the realization that the data                

obtained was overestimated “in terms of usefulness and how it would, in fact, help us to produce the                  

outcome we want” (Interviewee 16). The ToC is Embedded and Routinized in the research enabling               

the RSPO to actually showcase impact. Another role of the research department in relation to the                

Theory of Change is to provide feedback on the ToC. In case something has not been considered                 

during the development of the ToC, there will be provided feedback from members. Consequently,              

this is taken up to consideration. According to the respondent from the research department of I&M,                

an evaluation of the ToC will take place within the coming 6 months.  

 

 

Summing Up 
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We have primarily found four categories of IW. First, Theorizing and Mimicry, which are both               

representing efforts associated with the alteration of meaning systems. The ToC in itself can be               

characterized as the effort to theorize. Mimicry, in the context of RSPO, evolves due to the fact that                  

the ToC is building on existing structures inside the RSPO, while simultaneously introducing new              

elements to reach the vision of making sustainable palm oil the norm. Seemingly, as a consequence of                 

Theorizing, Changing Normative Associations evolved during the process as well. This is reflected in              

the dispute among board members on the underlying assumptions and meanings of the shared vision,               

more specifically the terminology revolving around the vision. Hence, to some extent altering the              

meaning systems among board members. These forms of IW are theoretically associated with creating              

institutions.  

 

After the endorsement of the ToC we identified two additional forms of IW facilitated by the ToC.                 

First, Constructing Identities can be identified in relation to both the Shared Responsibilities and the               

three Roles presented in the Narrative of the ToC. Developing Shared Responsibilities is evidently a               

rather unique concept pioneered by the RSPO, underscoring the role as an Institutional Entrepreneur.              

This is also supported by the three roles of the RSPO as a Certification Standard, as an Engagement                  

Platform and as a thought leader in Sustainability within the palm oil field. Lastly, we also identified                 

efforts that can be characterized as Embedding and Routinizing. These emerge due to the fact that the                 

ToC is used as the backbone for the P&C as well as informing and guiding all research activities                  

within the RSPO. In this way the secretariat is acting as institutional care taker. It is further suggested                  

that evaluation and feedback is an ongoing aspect of the daily work within the secretariat. This is                 

however not reflected in either of the forms IW in the framework by Lawrence and Suddaby (2006).                 

This we shall touch upon in the next chapter.  

 

Chapter 6 - Discussion  

In the first part of our Analysis, we have established that a ToC is commonly introduced as a tool for                                       

M&E. Already in its promise, to be an M&E tool and the way the different elements within a ToC are                                       

presented, we see the tension. Especially the element of creating a Shared Vision, Outputs, and                             

Outcomes in order to define the intended impact, contain cognitive-efforts that are future-oriented and                           

facilitate creating work. In the following parts, we will first consider the IW that falls in the category                                   

of creating institutions that arose from the ToC development. The second part will discuss our                             

findings in relation to maintaining work before, in the final paragraph, we will dive into the process                                 

vs. product distinction.  
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6.1 Creating Work 

The ToC as the Epitome of Theorizing  

The most obvious type of IW that can be associated with the ToC is Theorizing. Our Analysis has                  

confirmed that the entire development of a ToC mirrors those elements included in the definition of                

this type of work. Naming and elaborating the different elements and causal pathways arguably led to                

a common concept and while the ToC could be regarded as a technical document, we find that the                  

cognitive map that it provides for the RSPO members, was perceived as a powerful element.               

Theorizing can be considered as a generic part of developing a ToC, which developed out of an                 

evaluation tool specifically based on theories. However, we could observe that not everyone involved              

in the process immediately saw the scope that this exercise would grow into at the RSPO. The                 

assumption, that a ToC could just be a mapping exercise to get an overview of what is there, entails                   

that it can also be an activity belonging in the Embedding and Routinizing category. As such it would                  

provide orientation for members and infuse the normative foundations of institutional practices at the              

RSPO into their day-to-day routines. We still see the potential for the ToC to facilitate Embedding and                 

Routinizing, however, the process of developing it exceeded this function at the RSPO.  

 

ISEAL communicates that a ToC as a process has more promise than a ToC as a product. This is                   

confirmed by our findings. The active cognitive effort that goes into developing the ToC when               

considering it less as a mapping exercise with a final product and more as an ongoing process of                  

defining a Shared Vision and how to achieve it, asks more essential questions to its participants. Our                 

findings tell us that the perception of the nature of the ToC changed over time in the RSPO. The                   

expectation was that it would either be a tool for M&E or an illustration of the RSPOs vision. This                   

reduced form of a ToC would be better characterized as a Logic Model (Figure 2) or as a simple                   

visualization of the work of the RSPO. It was first, when the BoG got involved, that the ToC grew out                    

of this scope as maintenance equipment and was acknowledged for its potential in strategic planning.               

This depicts the division of responsibilities between the RSPO´s Secretariat, providing administrative            

support, and the Board, providing strategic direction. At the Board level, the exercise of developing a                

theory turned into Theorizing, when it became obvious that there were divergent assumptions about              

what “making sustainable palm oil the norm” actually meant what the role of the RSPO was in regard                  

to mission. We, therefore, argue that Theorizing can carve out inconsistencies or unattended matters              

and trigger other kinds of IW with the intentionality to transform or create. We assume that it depends                  

on the organization and its needs, what those kinds of IW are.  
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Theorizing triggering Changing Normative Associations  

As showcased in the analysis, the effort of Theorizing was followed by another form of institutional                

work, namely Changing Normative associations. While Theorizing took place, a new form of IW              

evolved from that process. In theoretical terms, this implies that despite still making efforts to create                

institutions, the effort changed from altering meaning systems to re-configuring belief systems and             

thus evolved from changing cognitive, to changing normative assumptions. As Weiss (1997) points             

out, there is a need for evaluators to uncover and operationalize implicit assumptions in order to                

measure the right impact. In this case, by uncovering the implicit assumptions, as done through               

Theorizing, it was found that these assumptions varied. Consequently, in the case of the RSPO,               

uncovering implicit assumptions turned out to uncover misalignment and tensions among these belief             

systems. It took three months and an iterative approach to questioning and realigning assumptions              

regarding the key topics, Norm, Market, Sustainability, and Commensurate Effort, to reach a shared              

common understanding. The centrality of these items in regard to the RSPOs mission to transform               

markets and make sustainable palm oil the norm shows the relevance of this exercise for the                

organization.  

 

Returning to the trigger of this type of IW, The movement from Theorizing to Changing Normative                

Associations also enabled the Board to agree on a Shared Vision with shared Underlying              

Assumptions, as required in a ToC. In this sense, Changing Normative Associations was not only               

triggered by Theorizing but also needed for the successful effort of Theorizing. The common              

understanding of the Commensurate Effort in turn informed the other type of creating work that we                

identify as triggered by Theorizing. The Commensurate Effort, later renamed as Shared Responsibility             

is one of the major outcomes of Constructing Identities, and if not the immediate result from the ToC,                  

it was heavily impacted and informed by the process.  

 

Theorizing Triggering Constructing Identities. 

Similarly to Changing Normative Associations, Constructing Identities includes the reconfiguration of           

belief systems. The difference is, that this type of IW is targeting the relationship between an actor                 

and the field. In this instance, the RSPO is addressing either its members’ identity through the SR                 

commitment or it is collectively addressing its own identity, particularly when considering the three              

roles that evolved from the realization that the organization had outgrown the mere function as a                

sustainability standard. The three roles were first introduced in official RSPO communication in the              

ToC and connect to several of the questions raised during the ToC development process. These               

questions can be traced back to the requirement of developing a Shared Vision and elaborating on                

how to get there. We suggest that the ToC can facilitate a strategic alignment through exercises that                 
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create consensus and a shared identity. This effort becomes IW at the RSPO, given that it targets the                  

identity of the organization in relation to the field. Similarly, the SR does facilitate a re-evaluation of                 

the relationship between RSPO members and the institutional arrangement of the MSI itself.  

 

Considering the three roles of the RSPO that now exceed the standard system and also include the                 

RSPO as an engagement platform and the RSPO as a sustainability leader, we can assume that this                 

development was informed by the cognitive processes related to the ToC. These roles reaffirm that the                

RSPO takes on the role of an institutional entrepreneur when it comes to sector transformation.               

Elaborating on those roles can also be regarded as a response to the need to re-establish relevance as                  

an actor in this endeavor after losing it temporarily in the years after the 2012 P&C review due to the                    

emergence of competing stronger initiatives, such as the NDPE commitments. Based on this we argue               

that the fact the ToC at the RSPO became such a substantial process, can be connected to the fact that                    

there was a specific need at the time to redefine the role of the organization for its members and for                    

the field.  

 

Theorizing as Facilitator  

The previous summary of our findings shows that Theorizing can be regarded as the manifestation of                

the ToC as a process. As such, it depicts a cognitive effort with the intentionality to transform or                  

create practices. If this cognitive effort depicts tensions, we have found that it can trigger other types                 

of IW that aim to change normative, thus the Underlying Assumptions, that are part of the ToC                 

framework (Figure 3). 

 

We identify two enabling factors, that allow the ToC to facilitate IW that belongs in the category of                  

creation. First of all, the capacities that are authorized and qualified to engage in strategic planning                

need to be involved and in favor of the process. This is particularly true for what we identify as the                    

umbrella type of work that is Theorizing, but also when considering a potential re-constructing of the                

relationship between the organization and the field that it aims to transform. This leads to the second                 

point. For a ToC process to be Theorizing, there needs to be diverging assumptions or underdeveloped                

strategies regarding the desired impact of the organization. It could, therefore, come either early in the                

process of organizational development or later when re-adjustments become necessary. However, for            

organizations set-up as MSIs, there will most likely always be enough tension to conduct the exercise                

of developing a ToC and end up with substantial questions and diverting assumptions. While this               

resonates with the potential that we see in ToCs in regard to their ability to support MSIs’ legitimacy                  

and credibility, this also means that there is the risk of overdoing it. Given the two enabling factors are                   
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present, it might therefore also be advisable to use the ToC strategically e.g. before restructuring the                

organization.  

 

6.2 Maintaining Work  
 

The ToC as Maintenance Equipment 

We have previously established the necessity for institutional entrepreneurs to engage in maintenance             

but also disruptive work when situated in competitive fields. Our findings suggest that the RSPO,               

taking on the role of an institutional entrepreneur, faces competition especially in regard to its               

legitimacy and credibility. In order to maintain its position, if not improve, it, therefore, needs to                

administer maintaining work. We observe that this happens mainly through the M&E department at              

the Secretariat, which we subsequently see as taking on the role of caretaker, embedded in a wider                 

entrepreneurial effort. Considering the M&E department as an institutional caretaker, allows us to see              

the ToC as maintenance equipment that can facilitate other types of IW to support an institution. We                 

can, therefore, consider the ToC as a product, without limiting its scope to informing IW that is                 

maintaining. This is supported by our findings that the Constructing Identities work discussed above,              

was informed by the ToC even after it was endorsed and the official process was over.  

 

However, the main type of IW that we identify as deriving from the ToC as maintenance equipment,                 

is Embedding and Routinizing. Our findings show how the ToC since its endorsement has informed               

other processes at the RSPO. The ToC constitutes the backbone of the P&C 2018, the Research                

Agenda, as well as the Impact Reports since its endorsement. By actively incorporating the ToC in the                 

majority of the activities conducted at the Secretariat, this provides a good example for Embedding               

and Routinizing an institution into actors' everyday practices. Embedding and Routinizing describes            

an effort to reproduce existing norms. In the case of the ToC facilitating this effort, the norm that is                   

reproduced is the ToC itself. This implies that the elements of the ToC have to be developed before                  

they can get routinized. Unless the ToC is truly a mapping exercise or visual presentation of                

already-in-place strategies, there will be elements of Theorizing in that process and thus institutional              

creation. This leads to our conclusion that especially within an MSI with a plurality of visions and                 

assumptions, the ToC as maintenance equipment is contingent on preceding institutional creation            

work.  

 

Monitoring & Evaluation 
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Two activities that are omnipresent in all parts of our research are monitoring and evaluating. They                

are inherently connected to the ToC, as the latter is an extension of ISEALs guidelines to develop a                  

monitoring and evaluation system. We identify the combination of both activities as IW, considering              

that in the combination, we can expect an underlying agency and assume that they have intentionality                

in preserving and supporting institutional arrangements. However, we find it difficult to place these              

activities within the framework provided by Lawrence & Suddaby (2006). Monitoring could be part of               

Policing per definition, but only if it was done in order to enforce discipline and it would require a                   

regulative power that the M&E department does not seem to have. The IW conducted by the M&E                 

department seems to be a type of IW that is less targeted than those presented as maintaining work in                   

the framework. The activities of monitoring and evaluating by themselves leave out any desired              

impact on the institutional arrangement. Placed within an MSI in the context of impact evaluation,               

however, this neutrality is replaced by the intentionality to support the impact, and in the case of the                  

RSPO the transformation of the palm oil market. M&E activities can then theoretically facilitate any               

work dimension that their findings suggest. We argue that the activities of monitoring and evaluating               

as they are introduced to the MSI environment, therefore, present a blue-print for the ToC as                

maintenance equipment. While the intentionality is to support a pre-existing arrangement, this type of              

maintaining work remains open to facilitate other kinds of IW.  

 

6.3.Process vs. Product 

The main distinction that was made during our interviews, was between seeing the ToC as a process                 

or as a product. The most common notion was, that the ToC is not “just” a product but a process. We                     

have argued mainly along with the different categories of maintaining and creating institutions and we               

can see that although not a clear divide can be made, the perception of the ToC as a product aligns                    

mostly with the maintenance function, while the perception of the ToC as a process aligns mostly with                 

the creation function. This mirrors the two different potentials a ToC can have according to ISEAL, as                 

an M&E tool and to inform strategic planning and is to a degree also reflected in emphasizing that a                   

ToC process took place and resulted in a finished product. We, however, find a mutually re-informing                

and reinforcing relationship between the ToC as maintenance equipment that can facilitate different             

kinds of IW and most likely is the result of intensive creation work during the development phase and                  

the ToC as pure manifestation of Theorizing that also triggers other types of IW. We, therefore,                

suggest to consider the ToC as an ongoing iterative process. Even though this process can provide the                 

organization with a written and visualized product that will be identified as ToC, this is not a final                  

product and even in its manifestation as a product will facilitate further efforts to support and                

transform the organization.  
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Understanding the ToC as an ongoing iterative process has different implications for actors within the               

RSPO and the RSPO itself. The M&E department will most likely be invested in those practices that                 

contribute to its role as an institutional caretaker, while the Board will mostly be interested in the ToC                  

as a strategy-making exercise. This exposes a tension, as it is not possible to make a clear division                  

between the processes and their outcome. While we have established the importance of the active               

involvement of the Board or a governance entity in the process, we argue that its involvement is not                  

sufficient. Instead, a collaborative ToC process among all departments and actors that partake in work               

that is informed by the ToC is necessary to avoid a silo mentality regarding the nature of the process.                   

Especially the assumed division between maintenance function and strategy tool was prevalent in our              

data, with several interviewees considering the maintenance function as “just a product”.  

 

The Importance of Maintenance 

It might have been exactly this notion, that the ToC would “just” be a product, and thus not too much                    

of an effort, that made the Board members open for taking on the journey of developing at ToC. The                   

surprise that was reported by both board members and facilitators, regarding the scope that the               

endeavor took on, speaks for this idea of the ToC being a trojan horse that is let into the organization                    

on the premise that it is “just” an impact evaluation too. While our findings support that there is a                   

difference between how the ToC is introduced through M&E and impact evaluation communication,             

and how it impacts strategic planning, we disagree that the maintenance function that the ToC has, is                 

inferior to its impact on strategy. As a certification-based MSI, the RSPO is constantly challenged               

regarding its potential to show a positive impact. Developing a ToC can support this through the                

strategic exercise of developing a Shared Vision, Uncovering Assumptions and Pathways connecting            

long- and intermediate- Outcomes. In the long run however, we argue that it is more important how                 

these structures are monitored and evaluated for their relevance. An MSI in a contested field like the                 

RSPO is therefore in need of a strong institutional caretaker, that makes sure that ToC successfully                

transitions into Embedding and Routinizing process, after the Theorizing process has temporarily been             

put on hold, until the next strategic revision.  

 

7. Conclusion 

 

In this study, we have established how forms of IW evolved from introducing ToC practices within                

the RSPO. We have demonstrated that Theorizing, Changing Normative Associations, Constructing           
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Identities, as well as Embedding and Routinizing, were the primary forms of IW evolving in the                

context of the RSPO. From our findings we have arrived at five main contributions that our research                 

makes.  

 

First, We argue that theorizing can be regarded as the manifestation of the ToC as a generic term.                  

Developing a ToC by means of theorizing can thus be understood as a cognitive effort with the                 

intentionality to transform or create practices. When detecting tensions, it can trigger other types of               

IW. In the context of the RSPO, Theorizing triggered an effort to Change Normative Associations,               

based on disparaging underlying assumptions among Board members. Additionally, the effort of            

Theorizing also triggered the Construction of Identities. We can, therefore, argue that the alteration of               

meaning systems can trigger both, re-configuration of belief systems as well as alteration of other               

meaning systems related to identity. Our second contribution is based on our observation, that              

tensions within a complex field and within an organization that spans multiple stakeholder groups, as               

it is the case with the RSPO, will most likely result in diverging underlying assumptions when                

developing a ToC. We, therefore, develop the hypothesis that for MSIs, with a plurality of visions and                 

underlying assumptions, the ToC as maintenance equipment seems to be contingent on preceding             

institutional creation work. The third observation that we make is that the activities of monitoring and                

evaluation themselves can be regarded as facilitating IW with the intentionality to support pre-existing              

arrangements and while remaining open to trigger other types of IW. This leads us to our fourth                 

observation, which is informed by all the other observations that we already made. Based on the                

blurring between maintenance and creating work, we suggest that the ToC is an ongoing iterative               

process. And as such we suggest that it should be revisited by practitioners before strategic               

re-alignments or in times of upheaval. Finally, based on our observation on the interconnectedness              

between the types of IW and how the ToC facilitates both maintenance and creation IW, we suggest,                 

to avoid a silo mentality and see the ToC as limited to the use by one specific department.  

 

By providing an elaborate case study of the dynamics at the RSPO, we aim to provide feedback to the                   

RSPO on how they can best position the ToC within the organization. Based on our findings, we                 

suggest embracing the tension between the creation and maintaining processes the ToC facilitates and              

acknowledging that when placing such a tool in the hands of a Secretariat, there needs to be Board                  

level interference to enable the strategic potential, or the Secretariat needs more than administrative              

power. Our contribution for the concept of the ToC is based on our finding for the potential it has. We                    

suggest not hiding the concept as a “trojan horse” behind the disguise as an M&E tool but embracing                  

its full potential for strategic revision. At the same time we also highlight the relevance of M&E                 
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activities for an MSI and argue that monitoring and evaluation activities could play a bigger role in                 

facilitating IW in these organizations.  

 

Future research 

 

We suggest three approaches to further investigate ToC practices. Firstly, as the ToC practices are still                

being implemented and causing further ripples within the RSPO, we suggest that there were most               

likely elements of IW, not yet visible to us. Making a longitudinal case study would potentially enable                 

the detection of more mundane forms of IW, or even consider if any practices have been discontinued                 

because of ToC related practices  

 

Secondly, we suggest taking a multiple case study approach to study what forms of Institutional Work                

evolve from introducing ToC practices in other MSIs. Since we identify the concept of a ToC in itself                  

as Theorizing, comparing several MSIs and their respective development processes could inform the             

mechanics of a ToC even further, potentially suggesting some forms of IW are generic to a ToC                 

process. Consequently, this could shed light on two things. One aspect is the question of whether                

specific forms of IW can be related to specific phases of engaging in the ToC practices. Another                 

aspect is to investigate whether similar enabling factors are applicable to other MSIs.  

 

Lastly, we suggest directing attention to the role of ISEAL in facilitating and supporting the               

implementation of a ToC. Illuminating potential benefits or limitations arising from the membership             

of ISEAL, and how the practices of ISEAL influence various fields of sustainability, could support the                

ISEAL in creating positive isomorphic pressures, consequently enabling a positive sustainable           

development  
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Appendix  

 

Appendix 1: Theory of Change 
 

 
Source: Impact Report, 2019, p. 8+9;  https://rspo.org/impact/theory-of-change 
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Appendix 2: Governance Structure in RSPO  

 

Source: Impact Report, 2019, p. 7; https://rspo.org/impact/theory-of-change 
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Appendix 3: Interviewguide  
 
Preliminary Interviewguide 

Our study explores the internal activities of RSPO as a multi-stakeholder initiative, focusing on how actors                

from the different stakeholder groups and organizational bodies influence the strategy of the RSPO as               

presented in the Theory of Change. From a theoretical perspective, we are particularly directing focus on                

the institutional work that has been conducted leading up to the elaboration of the ToC. We are                 

interested in learning more about the demands that representatives, governing bodies and members are              

confronted with through their stakeholder groups or through external pressures. Our aim is to find out                

how institutional work can explain and even impact the overall strategy of the RSPO to create a field-level                  

change that is defined as “making sustainable palm oil the norm”.  

 

We aim at creating a connection between the micro-perspective of institutional work and the              

macro-perspective of field-level change. We hope to provide insight to how institutional work can be               

used in long-term strategy making.  

 

Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may withdraw at any time. The interviews will be                  

recorded and transcribed. If you wish, you can receive a transcript of the interview. 

We expect the interview to last maximum an hour. 

  

Example of questions 

1. What do you perceive as the main challenges the RSPO has to face in general? 

2. How was your work in the RSPO connected to the ToC and the development of if? 

3. Why do you think the development of the ToC was initiated at this point in time? 

4. Who was the driving force behind establishing a Toc? How did they promote their 

idea/ garner support within RSPO?  
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